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umpkin College of Business
tinguished Professor Efraim
has filed a complaint with
federal Equal Employment
rtunity Commission against
sident Stan Rives, Lumpkin
lege of Business Dean Ted
· and Mark Dunn, the attorney
investigated Eastern 's hanof a sexual harassment comt levied against Turban, he said ·

y.
ban, who is currently on an
·ct leave.of absence from the
rsity, also said that Eastern
· ·stration claims that his leave
voluntary are a lie.
at's a lie," he said during the
interview from Long Beach,
lif. "I was forced to take the

· t" with the commission. After
months, he said he "will get the
t" to file a right to sue (in federcourt) letter.
Turban was named last year in a
ual harassment complaint by

::.:·.:·.:t:~=:·.·=·

Janet Francis-Laribee, now an
assistant professor in the computer
and operations management department.
"I never harassed anybody," he
said. "I took a lie detector test (to
prove he didn't harass anyone)."
Francis-Laribee and her husband
Stephen, who is a professor in the

·..

··.·. :·

....:.:

accounting and finance department,
have since filed "discrimination"
complaints against the Board of
Governors with the Illinois
Department of Human Rights and
with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.
Dunn conductea an investigation
for the BOG into Francis-Laribee's

"

initial sexual harassment complaint
against Turban and Rives' attempt
to settle if. The BOG has refused to
make the report public.
"It was mishandled by the university as far as I'm concerned,"
Turban said.Tur ban said he did ask for a
leave from the university with con-

ditions, including one that he be
allowed to return to his position
next school year.
However, he said he tried to
withdraw his request after Rives
accepted the leave, but refused to
honor the conditions. "As far as I
know, ... I've been a victim,"
Turban said.
Turban is in the midst of a threey ear contract for the Lumpkin
College of Business $l10,000-ayear Endowed Chair, Ivarie confinned Thursday. Turban's contract
was to have run from 1989 to 1992,
Ivarie added.
Ivarie recently offered Turban his
chair back for next school year,
Turban said, adding the offer came
after he filed his complaint.
"Lately, they've started being
very nice since they learned the
case was at the federal level," he
said. "You don't treat people that
way."
However, Turban said he would
like to return to Eastern. "Absolutely," he said. " ... unless they
change their mind again.
"I got the chair back from Ivarie;
it was taken by Rives," he added. "I
don't know who has the authority."

The News files
FOi for access
to Dunn report
The Daily Eastern News has sent
an official Freedom of Information
appeal to Board of Governors
Chancellor Thomas Layzell in an
attempt to gain access to a report
detailing Eastem's handling of a
sexual harassment complaint.
The News originally filed a FOI
request with the board March 3 to
obtain the report that apparently
investigates President Stan Rives'
handling of a sexual harassment
complaint made by Eastern
Assistant Professor Janet FrancisLaribee against Lumpkin College
of Business Distinguished Professor Efraim Turban. The request was
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN \Staff photographer '
denied on April 5 by the board's
FOI officer, Jack Bleicher.
Charleston fire fighters water down a kettle used to heat tar after it caught on fire Thursday outside the Booth Library. No injuries resulted from the fire.
Layzell has seven days to
respond to the appeal, according to
the Illinois Freedom of Information
Act.
The investigation, which was
amounts of smoke were witnessed Fire fighters extinguished the ster could have caught on fire, but
By MIKE CHAMBERS
Staff editor
billowing outside in the parking blaze but it kept reigniting, Bradley said fire fighters were conducted for the board by Mark
aided by a strong westerly wind Dunn, attorney for the BloomingBradley said.
lot.
A small fire outside of the south
Fire personnel spent almost an that kept the flames away from the ton law firm of Dunn,.Goebel,
Bradley said firefighters had the
Ulbrich, Morel, and Hundman, was
entrance to Booth Library set off blaze, which was contained within hour spraying water on the outside dumpster.
fire alarms inside and caused an the kettle, under control in approx- of the kettle to cool it enough to
Fire personnel were on the completed Jan. 11.
Francis-Laribee and her husband
estimated 100 people to evacuate imately two minutes.
scene for over an hour trying to
check the damage.
Stephen
Laribee each currently
the building at about 11 :20 a.m.
No
one
at
the
scene
was
injured.
push
smoke
out
of
the
Booth
The fire began after an electrical
Thursday when a tar kettle ignited pump submerged in the tar froze
The kettle is one of two on the Library stacks where it had accu- have sexual discrimination charges
filed against the BOG pending
and workers were unable to extin- up. Bob Montague, the kettle oper· site, and they are used to heat the mulated.
guish the flames.
The fire alarms were sounding before the Equal Employment
ator for Industrial Roofing Co., tar. When the tar is made fluid by
"There was fire rolling out the said he took the electric motor out the internal burners, the electric all that time, and Dan Ensign,, Opportunity Commission and the
top (of the kettle), (but) it looked a of the tar and tried to thaw it out pump pushes the tar to the roof.
chief of fire station two, said the Illinois Department of Human
lot worse than it was," Battalion with with a flame burner when the
Dave White, foreman of the alarms would not shut off until the Rights.
The Lari bees' lawyer, Glen
Chief Bill Bradley said.
tar covering the pump ignited, project, said the pump, valued at smoke was out of the air. The
Firefighters from Charleston catching about 300 gallons of tar $200, was destroyed by the fire.
stench of tar was also heavy inside Stanko of the Champaign law finn
of Reno, O'Byrne and Kepley
Fire Stations One and Two in the kettle on fire.
The kettle was positioned less the south end of the library.
responded to a call from the
The company has been reroof- Professional Corp., said
Workers tried to extinguish the than five feet from a large dumpZoology department at approxi- blaze with handheld fire extin- ster workers were using to throw ing the library for several weeks
mately 11: 30 a.m. after large guishers but were unsuccessful. waste in from the roof. The dump• Continued on page 2A

Tar kettle causes fire outside Booth Library

t Continued on page 2A
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FROM PAGE ONE
Lari bee
* From page one
cial letter announcing the change.
A spokesman for the Illinois
Comptroller's office confirmed
Francis-Laribee's salary figures
from the time of her hiring in
September 1989 to May 1991.
Francis-Laribee received $3,300
a month during the 1989 school
year and an average salary of
$3,516 from September 1990 to
March 1991, he said. In April
1991, she received $5,788 and a
separate check for $16,000, he
added.
· Averaged over seven months,
the $16,000 brings FrancisLaribee's salary up to an average
salary of $5,800 a month back to
September 1990.
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Her salary was $5,800 in May
1991, the last month the office has
a salary figure for her.
Stephen Laribee also confirmed
that his lawyer has filed a right to
sue letter to allow their cases to be
considered in federal court.
According to the Laribees' lawyer,
Glen Stanko of the Champaign law
firm of Reno, O'Byrne and Kepley
Professional Corp., the suit names
Rives, Lumpkin College of
Business Dean Ted Ivarie, the
BOG, several of Laribee's colleagues and other university officials.
Computer and operations management Chair Yunus Kathawala
said he did not know the reason
behind Francis-Laribee 's promo-

tion and pay raise.
"I couldn't tell you," Kathawala
said. "Our offices don't get a copy
of that."
"In this case, I would best recommend you go to the president's
office and find out," he added.
Both Rives and Vice President
for Academic Affairs Robert
Kindrick were out of town
Thursday and were unavailable for
comment.
And University Relations
spokeswoman Shelly Flock refused
to comment Thursday on the reason behind Francis-Laribee's promotion and salary increase.
"It would be inappropriate to
comment on pending litigation,"
she said.

Laribee 's colleagues and other
university officials in a potential
suit charging them with "sex
discrimination in retaliation" for
Francis-Laribee filing 'sexual
discrimination charges against
the university, Stanko said.
The News has also flied an
official FOi request with ·

Eastern for access to all
employment and salary contracts made between FrancisLaribee and the university.
The university has seven days
to respond to the . request,
according to the act.
- Staff report

The News
• From page one
last Friday he filed a right to sue
letter to enable the Lari bees'
suits to be filed in federal court.
The right to sue letter names
the BOG, Rives, Lumpkin
College of Business Dean Ted
lvarie, several of Francis-

Tar
ing the fire came from ~meone
in
the Z.OOlogy building and then
and the fire is not expected to
a
call
came later from Eastern
interupt completion of the roofing ,
security.
project, which the company
Witnesses reported the fire
expects to be complete sometime
coming
from the roof, Ensign
next month.
said"
sQ
,a
ladder truck frQm staEnsign said the first call reporttion two was on scene, but fire-

t From page one

120 Sheet

figbers did not use the truck.
· Eastern •s campus-wide fire
alarm system is linked.to the campus police station and when the
fire alarms went off in Booth
Library the police station was
immediately n9tified.
·'
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-·survey: One itrfour high sth<?Ofers conside'r suicide ·
ATLANTA (AP) - A new
federal survey of high school _
students found that 27 percent
"thought seriously" about
killing themselves in the preceding year, and one in 12 said
they actually tried.
The U.S. Centers for Disease

Control survey also found that 2
percent said they sustained
injuries serious enough to
require medical attention after
suicide attempts.
The survey of 11,631 students was conducted last year.
Ninth-through 12th- grade stu-

dents were questioned in every
state, Washington, D.C., Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands, the
CDC said Thursday. Sixteen
percent said they had made "a
specific plan" and 8 percent
said they had tried suicide at
least once in the preceding year.
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dents give
en house
humbs up
e Martin Luther King Jr.
ersity Union open house
sday was a big success,
rding to Union Director
Gossett.
any people showed up to
icipate in the activities
d, Gossett said.
l's fun. I come every year,"
r Mechelle Wright said. "It
gs a lot of people out, and
a nice project."
ssett attributed the success
ma Ruth and Mark Copsel,
two organizers of this year's
n house. They arranged for
of the business operations to
on speci.~ls. T.h e J>.~~ se!·:!-iP

New math courses
part of core curriculum
Editor's note: This is the seventh
article in a series outlining the
segments of the new general
education curriculum to be
implemented next fall.
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sm-

tst a tittle oetter knowledge
he building," Gossett said.
MARI OGAWA \Staff photographer
gives students something
k."
eluded in the events were a Shelly Williams front, and Carie Quade record a free tape as part of
e that gave away four round "Songsation", a program to promote the University Union.
plane tickets to Chicago and times and it benefits more peo- the Video Loung~ and a booth
bus ticket§:
.
ple."
.
was open for sing_ing in the
his is only the second year
Other activities at the open bookstore lounge.
open house was held during house included a three hour regGossett said this year's pro- '
day. It works best Jhis way," - gae band _performance in gram for the activities was very
ssett said. "There are more McDonald's, horoscope read- similar to last year's.
ents going on at different . ings, video button giveaways in

Wanna-be

ude comments lead to fight at Hardee's
CATHY MYERS

• Three residents that live on
11th Street reported one or two of
their car's tires slashed sometime
Denni~ Hog~':l·'-'.23, 23l _Sigma "·
between Morictay 'nl.gtir"i)t..~atly'
i Gre~l< ~QU}t,_tWQrt~d._ JC:,.~ll,e -.
:ruesday morning.
arleston Police Deplutment
. ...••- -- . •. ": -~ ·--:~ •· ·~.:
Mi&e~Umd . 39, 8.9J :i.1:t_J. .St.; .
r he was pushed down and hit fi~d ~he man and added that he Nancy Stoutenborough, 36, 843
veral times as he walked in the will file charges.
11th St.; and William Bieber, 73,
oor of Hardee's 315 Lincoln
In other reports by the 837 11th St., reported the incive., at 1:25 a.m. Tuesday.
Charleston Police Departm~nt:
dent, in which all the cars were
An unidentified man in his
• Two Charleston residents parked on 11th Street or in the
O's with long brown hair and w.ere taken to Sarah Bush residents' driveways. No arrests
earing a blue and yellow rugby Lm~oln Health Center aft~r a car were made.
irt is a suspect in a fight that accident Wednesday mornmg.
• A cassette deck, tapes and
roke out in the lobby of
Judy Snoddy, .1700 Adam.s $80 were allegedly stolen from a
ardee 's restaurant early_ ~ve., was reported m good cond1- jeep parked at 1821 Ninth St.
esday morning.
tion Thursday afternoon by Sarah
sometime between Monday and
"I walked in at the wrong Bush Lincoln Health Center offi- Tuesday.
'me," said Hogan, who was on dais after her car collided with
Brandon Bell, 20, 1821 Ninth
tches at the time of the fight. another car at the intersection of St., reported the burglary at about
I just turned around into it."
11th l).nd Jefferson streets.
1:30 p.m. Tuesday.
According to Hogan, he and
Robert Kissel, 308 W. Van
Bell said the jeep was locked.
everal friends walked into Buren Ave., the driver of the According to police reports, the
ardee 's and heard someone other car, was treated and alleged robber entered the jeep
elling "Greeks · suck." A man released Wednesday, hospital by unsnapping the soft top and
ith brown hair starting hitting officials said.
unzipping the rear window. No
Police reports said that Snoddy
ne of Hogan's friends. The susarrests
were made.
pect then tried running out the said she did not see the stop sign
• More than 48 cassette tapes,
door of Hardee's and knocked at the. inten~_ectio.n and struck the valued at more than $480, were
Hogan down. At that point, sev- Kissel vehicle broadside. Snoddy allegedly stolen from a car that
eral people, including the sus- was ticketed in the accident.
was parked in the driveway at
• Angelo Sestito, 18, 772
pect, hit Hogan.
1514 12th St. The incident
"Somebody took a cheap Carman Hall, was arrested on · occurred sometime between
shot," Hogan said. "I really didn't charges of obstructing justice and Saturday evening and Sunday
see too much of what happened." using a false ID at Mother's Bar, morning.
Hogan said he will attempt to 508 Monroe Ave., at about 10
p.m. Wednesday.

Nominations accepted for Hispanic Union posts
By ELLIOTT PEPPERS
Staff writer

The Hispanic Student Union
held nominations Thursday for
two openings in the organization's executive membership in
its first meeting of the fall
semester.
Nominations were held for the
positions of HSU president and
treasurer, acting President Karen
Medina said.
"Our main focus right now is
filling those positions and getting
all of the members active in our
committees," Medina added.

Three candidates for president
and three for treasurer were nominated at the meeting. An election
will be held at the HSU's next
meeting at 7 p.m. Sept. 26 in the
Greenup Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
Medina said.
"The first meeting overall went
well," said Jay Martinez, HSU
member and presidential candidate. "We will be continuing our
efforts to encourage more
Hispanics to become members of
HSU."
Medina said that she was
pleased at the first meetings

attendance.
"I was glad to that so many freshman showed an interest in HSU,"
she added.
The HSU was formed in an
effort to strengthen ties among
Hispanic students and promote
Hispanic culture among Eastern
students and the Charleston community, Medina said. The HSU
began in April of 1991.
·
Medina said she will not be
running for HSU president, but
that once a president has been
selected, she will return to her
original position as HSU vice
president

prerequisite.
Eastern 's general education
program, which all students
must complete. to graduate, was
revised and will apply to freshmen entering the university next
fall. Students under the old proBy JILL BAUTER
Administration editor
gram who have not completed
their general education requireWhen the Quantitative Rea- ments will be provided with an
soning segment of the new gen- equivalency list to lietermine
era! education program is imple- which new courses can be taken
mented next fall, freshmen and ' to satisfy the old requirements.
students who have not fulfilled
"We hope students will take
their math requirements will mathematics seriously and suchave a new list of courses to ceed with it," Rosenholtz said.
choose from.
However, Rosenholtz said the
"Some courses are the same, segment' s Sl_lccess will depend
but will hav.e':a writing compo- on proper funding to meet the
nent; .and we· have three new needsofthenewcourses.
courses that we hope will be
"It's not clear to me that
attractive to students," said Ira there's going to be support for
Rosenholtz, chair of the mathe- the new courses," said Rosenmatics department.
holtz, adding that the writing.
One of the new courses is component requires class sizes
Problem Solving, in which "stu- to be smaller. Furthermore, addidents are presented with cha!- tional faculty will be needed to
lenging problems in recreational teach the courses.
mathematics and develop their
Eastern included funding for
own problem solving strategies the new general education core
and tactics."
in its recently approved budget
Another new course, Math- request to the Board of Govematics: A Human End-eavor, 'ernors for 1992-3. The budget
provides students with the request for the BOG universities
opportunity to "gain a broader must also meet approval with
view of what mathematics is the Illinqis Board of Higher
through an introduction to fun- Education before being considdamental areas of mathematics." erect by the Illinois General
The Historical Development Assembly.
of Mathematics, which will also
'Tm actually looking forward
debut next fall, will "examine to (the Quantitative- Reasoning
the nature of mathematical prob- segment) being implemented if
lem solving by taking an area, we get the support we need and
such as geometry, infinity, cal- that's a big "if," he said.
culus, etc., and considering its
Other courses in the Quande~lop~e11r-=fro'Ai ·iin histo.rica_r t~tat,i:¥e; i:J~.easaning ., seg.men t
perspective." ·
· ·- include Calculus and Analytical
, ,.S.tl,l.d;t;J!ts• .J!l.USt tjto~e : 1pr~r , ..(}eo..~eJ:i:y"':~· I:, N,fatheR.latical
·semester hours· from ihe •<')uan~ • ~na(ysfs~ :Ffrrfte Mathern<tt~-c·s,
titative Reasoning segment. All Elementary Statistics and
three of the new courses require Introductory Geometry.
Composition and Language as a

Ike's and Krackers
agree to $1,000 fine
By CATHY MYERS
Staff writer

Two Charleston bar owners
were informed in a 10-minute
hearing Wednesday that they
must pay $1,000 each within 20
days for selling alcohol to
minors in separate incidents
occurring in March and April.
A.C.H Enterprises Limited,
owner of Ike's Little Campus,
409 Lincoln Ave., was fined
$1,000 for violating the liquor
ordinance that prohibits minors
from frequenting licensed
premises and prohibits the -sale
of alcohol to any individual
under 21 years of age.
The charge stems from a
police "sting" operation that
occurred on April 20 in five
local bars. In the operation, an
18-year-old informant was
allowed into two of the five
bars, Ike's and Jerry's Pizza and
Pub, 1508 Fourth St.
Police "sting" operations are
initiated by the Mayor and
Liquor Commissioner Wayne
Lanman and conducted by the
Charleston Police Department.
Ken Keating, owner of E.L.
Krackers, 1405 Fourth St., was
also fined $1,000 on the same
charges. In the Krackers incident, the charges brought
against the bar owner stem from
a March 2 accident east . of
,,. ,~.- ,..

..................

• ~•- - •.> ,.....-_....,

Charleston on Illinois Route 16.
The Krackers incident
involved two Terre Haute men
who claimed they were served
alcohol at Krackers before the
accident occurred.
Larry Pirtle, 20, was driving a
pickup truck when Wes Morris,
19, fell out of the moving truck.
"They (the bar owners) could
have received a $1,000 fine or a
suspension of their business,"
Lanman said. "I told them (bar
owners) over a year ago if an
18-year-old entered a bar, it
would be a stronger penalty than
a 20 year old.
"You have to be 19 (years
old) to enter 'a bar,v Lanman
said. "But you can ~e ·1S to ,
enter the restaurant pa'rt of
Krackers."
Depending upon prior offenses, the penalties will differ
between businesses, Lanman
said.
According to Lanman, the
first offense by a bar owner may
result in a suspension of the
business for three or four days.
However, Lanman also has the
authority to suspend a liquor
license for up to 30 days, fine
them up to $1,000 and/or revoke
their license.
Both Ike's and Krackers had
representatives at the hearing
when they agreed to the fine.
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News Feminism to·o often a dirty word
For the record... A feminist is:
a girl-person who deeply cares
about the world and tries as hard
she can to make things better.
- A Fine Line. A cartoon by
Nancy Drew.

OPINION

Yes, this is true. However, the
cartoon forgot to mention males .....,..
who try to help the world.
tf'....- m• a
The words feminism and feminist have acquired a negative Debbie
connotation over the years. From Carlson
its inception (to replace the word - - - - - - "women 's-libber," another word which has received
bashing) the popular meaning of the word has
changed from someone interested in equal rights to
man-hater.
Ouch.
Man-hater, that's rough. I'm a feminist, but I don't
hate men. In fact I happen to really like men. And lots
of other feminists I know like men too. Plus some of
them are married to men. Imagine that.
Now if feminists supposedly hated men, why
would most of us date/co-habitat/marry men? The
logic really makes no sense.
But I must admit there are, though, a few extremists who do hate men and believe the world would be
a better place without them. Yet those numbers are
few and far between.
I'd like to demystify the idea of feminism so maybe
more people will realize that it's not an evil, horrible

m"

page
Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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City must take
active rOle in
rent reforms
The local mayor is a bit miffed at some
Eastern students.
Wayne Lanman, Charleston's mayor, in
what seems to be an ongoing battle, is upset
that so many students are parking on the
street in front of their apartment buildings.
But at the same time the mayor is also a
bit angry at some landlords - again, an
ongoing dispute - who rent to probably the
same students that are parking on his streets,
cluttering up the roads.
Lanman is angry with
some landlords who, to
- - - - - - - - make more money, allow
too many students to live
in their apartments. In at least one case a
local landlord allows nine students to live in
one house. Landlords have been cramming
as many students into their apartments as
they can for years, and for years, Lanman has
been angry and concerned that basic health
standards are being violated.
A classic case of the domino theory.
What this has evolved into is landlords try
to cram too many students into apartments
de~igned for too few students. Most of those
students have cars. And most of these apartments have inadequate parking spaces to
·meet the demand. So in the end, too many
cars are being parked on the streets, causing
problems.
Students have no choice but to pay their
rent and 'they have every right to try to make
that rent as inexpensive as they can.
Therefore, lots of students will crowd into
apartments together and parking in the
streets will continue to be a city problem.
Perhaps if Lanman could find a way to put
a clamp on landlords, his parking problem
would be on its way to be solved.
Saber rattling and angry pleas for reform
aren't nearly as effective as action by someone with the resources to act.
This is a problem for Jeff Finley,
Charleston's zoning officer. The local zoning
laws dictate 1 1/2 parking spaces per bed-.
room in houses, or one space per bedroom
in an apartment complex. Finley urges neighbors to notify the city if too many people are
living in a house. But that isn't working.
The city only inspects new buildings. What
they need to do is inspect existing buildings
every few years for, among other things,
health violations and too many occupants.
Mayor Lanman, it is time to act. Take a
more active role in tenant landlord reforms.

notion that only male-bashing women subscribe
First off, both men and women can be (an
feminists. Yes, it may come to a shock to man
both genders can be interested in helping w
reaching equal status. After all, many times it is
who are able to help women reach upper-level
agement positions, to break through the glass
Why? Since men have dominated the upper ec
of most businesses, it is they who can help
female counterparts gain those positions.
Secondly, feminists are pretty main-line. In
speech at Eastern last year, Molly Yard, preside
the National Organization for Women, said the or
zation - made up of mostly, if not all feminl
believes in a more representative government,
rights and preserving world peace.
Nothing about that seems too radical to me.
And those ideas aren't radical if most people
with them. However, the current trend for women
been to say 'Tm not a feminist, but I believ
women's rights." Why does it have the connotatl
being "a dirty word?" That I haven't figured that
But if feminists, both male and female want to c
the perception of feminism, then we have to
using the word in a positive manner.
If you do believe in feminism, don't be afraid to
it. "Feminist." There, now that wasn't so hard, w
Say it every now and then and hey, maybe it'll feel
second-nature.
-Debbie Carlson is the managing editor and a col
nist for The Daily Eastern News.
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Discontent is the first
step in the progress of a_
man or a nation.
Oscar Wilde

our turn
Rives as qualified
a leader as this
reader has seen
Dear editor:
I like Stan Rives.
Since 1953 I have worked
under several education administrators. Some of them have been
truly deceptive, egocentric. cynical, exploitive and arrogant.
President Rives is not one of
these!
All CEOs make mistakes. They
must often make decisions quickly
and with less than complete information.
They must prioritize concerns
which demand attention, delegate
responsibilities and trust constituents.
And they must live in peril that
every error of commission or
omission will come under scrutiny.
The Faculty Senate has provided scrutiny. The rest of us must
also speak.
Of all the CEOs under whom I
have worked, Stan Rives is equal
to the best and firmly beyond
most.
. Robert E. Saltmarsh
Educ.atlonal Psychology
Departm~nt

school systems.
America spends more dollars
per student than any other countiy
in the world. But we don't get our
money's worth because the system
is overburdened with bureaucracy
and paperwork.
Dear editor:
Consider a comparison of the
I am writing to express my
views on your September 17 edito- New York City public school sys·
rial on the state's education budget tern and the private Catholic
("Edgar's short memory short school system. The cost per stu·
changes schools") and on Mr. dent in the public system is about
Darrin Steele's comments about $3,000 per year whereas in the
private system, the cost is about
education policy.
$1,600 per year.
·
First, Eastern students have very
This dramatic difference is borne
little (reason) to complain about
out by this fact: The public system's
tuition costs.
At $1 ,656 per year, (attending) administration has about 3,000
Eastern costs about 1 \ 3 of what employees while the private system, which has about the same
major state universities cost and
about 1 \6 what private schools, number of schools and students,
has 35. In short, spending more
big and small, cost.
It is possible for a student to money into the public school sysborrow his or her entire tuition cost tem as it now stands is like giving
and have only about $100 a month massive amounts of financial aid to
in payments. People can't get the Soviet Union; it would be pourautomobile payments that low. ing scarce money down a rat hole.
I would advise Mr. Steele to
When one considers that four years
of Eastern tuition cost is about the focus his energies on finding ways
same as or even less than, one . to reform the public school system
semester's cost at a private school, rather than complaining about
Eastern tuition is very reasonably money through sexual innuendos
(i.e. " ... how about some vasepriced.
Second, Mr. Steele's call for line. ") and shallow political
more education IT\Oney misses the rhetoric.
Leonard Loebac.h
entire problem of America's pllblic

More money
won't fix public
school problems
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CAA evaluates
attendance policy
By TYLER PIERCE
Staff writer
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PETE KATES \Staff photographer

oncentration

ior Barb Schoen, right, and junior Kathlene Clark, left, .work on a project for an art class Thursday next
the Campus Pond.

HA members to attend workshops
dent government editor

Members of the Residence Hall
ssociation will be leaving camus Friday for a series of inforative workshops.
Sixty members of RHA will be
ttending a "get-to-know you"
treat at Mattoon's Camp New
ope.
"Camp New Hope gives everyne a chance to get to know about
ach other," said RHA President
yan Zufall.
While at Camp New Hope

reparatory
classes offered
to students
By VIRGINIA PETREIKIS
Staff writer

The Business Development
Center is offering preparatory
classes for the Graduate Management Admission Test.
There will be four classes
offered on consecutive Saturdays
beginning Sept. 21, from 8 a.m. till
4:30 p.m., and ending Oct. 12,
from 8 a.m. to noon, according to
Al Messenger, director of the
Business Development Center.
The sessions are for students
who are interested in preparing for
the GMA test and possibly increasing their score, Messenger said.
"(The GMA) is important for
students' credentials for when they
go on to graduate school," Messenger added.
Students can enroll in the fout'
week session for a $95 fee by calling the Business Development
Center at 581-2913.

RHA members will learn about
different organizations on campus, as well as participate in
workshops and activities that will
help new and old members of
RHA become better acquainted,
Zufall said.
"Don't back out," said National
Residence Hall Honorary President John Biernbaum, adding
"get the guts to go to New Hope."
In addition to Camp New Hope
RHA made p~ans to play in a softball game with Eastem's Student
Senate.
Senate Chief of Staff Brett

Gerber attended Thursday's RHA
meeting to ask the members of
RHA if they would be interested
in playing a softball game to benefit charity.
"I would like for us to do
something for the community of
Charleston," Gerber said.
The senate and the RHA have
played each other twice in the
past, "it's competition and a good
thing to do," Zufall said adding,
"the series stands at one a piece."
The ma1chup will benefit the
United Way, Gerber said.

Campus Connection to make
pen pal matches for students
BY CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

There is a new service open
to students who are interested in
making new friends .across the
country, transferring schools or
learning about life on another
campus.
The Campus Connection is a
student-run nationwide collegiate pen pal club, according to
a release sent to the Daily
Eastern News this week. The
goal of the club is to match students across the country with
other students that have similar
interests, such as academic
major, team sport or fraternity.
And if students are thinking
about transferring to another
campus, the Campus Connection offers a "Location Search"
for students, so they can correspond with people from that
particular campus. This service
can come in handy for junior

colleges and high school students, since every school in the
United States is included in this
service.
When filling a request, the
Campus Connection will give
the names of two to three people from the college requested
who are the most compatible
with the person who filled out
the request. The students whose
names are given have expressed
an interest in corresponding
with other students interested in
attending their campus.
The Campus Connection is
also looking for students to be a
Big Brother/Sister to their
"Location Search" students. As
participants in the program, students would get paid for every
student they are matched with.
For further information or an
application, students can write
· to Campus Connection, P.O.
Box 2607, Turlock, California
95380.

Although the Council on
Academic Affairs had planned
to direct most of its attention
Thursday to the discussion of
academic majors, the CAA was
instead drawn into a lengthy discussion on the subject of student
attendance policy.
"We are in the process of
evaluating some problems that
have arisen under (Eastern 's)
current policy," CAA Chair Ken
Sutton said.
Under the current attendance
policy, which is outlined in the
1990-91 undergraduate catalog,
"It is the student's responsibility
to confer with the instructor and
to agree to any reasonable
arrangements concerning absences."
If students have a problem
with the decision made by their
instructor, it is unclear what
they can do to alleviate that
problem.
"Right now, we have a
(department) chairperson who is
playing referee between the student and the instructor," CAA
member Kathlene Shank said.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Glenn Williams, who
handles problems ·concerning
attendance problems of students,
was at the meeting to present his

views to the council.
"It's always been up to the
instructor to decide if (students)
have a valid excuse," Williams
said.
The council debated over who
should handle instructor/student
attendance discrepancies for
over an hour but the problem
still was not solved.
"We are going to take a look
in the catalog," Sutton said.
"We 're probably going to have
some amendments (to the policy). We have received numerous
letters on this issue."
The council also responded to
a letter from President Stan
Rives to Sutton asking that he
nominate four members of the
CAA to serve on a committee to
select a new vice president for
academic affairs.
Rives will pick two of those
four members to join the committee, which will seek to find a
replacement for Robert Kindrick, who announced last week
that he will be leaving Eastern
in December to take on a new
post at the University of Montana.
Sutton said that the selection
process will be a thorough one
but that it will also be prompt.
"They want to get it done as
quickly as possible so we can
, have someone in place," he said.

New Orleans organist
to pe.rform on Sunday
BY CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

The audience can expect beautiful music to come from the Leo J.
Dvorak Concert Hall when Herman
Taylor sits down to the pipe organ
for a recital at 3 p.m. Sunday.
Taylor, a graduate of the Chicago
Musical College at Roosevelt
University, is chair of the music
department and will entertain his
audience with six pieces of organ
music from master composers.
"Dr. Taylor is new to our university," said Rhonda Heath, administrative assistant to Taylor. "He came
to Eastern in August of 1990."
Taylor's first concert of the 1991
school year will feature selected
music:il works of well-known composers such as Bach, Mozart and
Schumann, along with pieces from
several other composers, Heath
said.
Prior to joining Eastem's faculty,
Taylor was employed by Dillard
University in New Orleans.
"He worked for Dillard University for 17 years as an organist, a
professor, coordinator of music and
chair of the division of the
humanities," Heath said.
"He gives many recitals in the
community and all across the

Herman Taylor

United States," she added. "He's
very active and sought after."
Taylor's recitals are not limited
to just the United States; he also
performed in five cities in West
Germany in 1987, Heath said.
In addition, Taylor not only is a
sought-after performer, but he also
received several awards for his performance in music.
"One of his many awards was a
grant from the United Negro
College Fund in 1985 to 1986,"
Heath said.

Health Foundation to host golf a_
nd tennis benefit
By SUSAN KIEL
Staff writer

The Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Foundation is hoping to raise $42,000 at this
year's all-day golf and tennis benefit Monday
at the Mattoon Golf and Country Club.
"Last year's benefit was successful by all
means, and we hope to do even better this
year," Sarah Bush spokeswoman Kathy
Rowland said.
The benefit is being held to raise funds for

the purchase of an intra-aortic balloon pump,
which is a device used to provide temporary
circulatory assistance for patients with
severely weakened heart muscles, Rowland
said. All of the proceeds from the benefit will
help local heart patients, she added.
''Twenty-five thousand dollars was raised
last year. The money was used to purchase a
digital telemetry monitor," Rowland said.
"It's a wonderful machine; it lets people get
up and walk around while still being closely
monitored."

According to Rowland, the golf benefit
features major prizes this year. The prizes are
being offered for shooting a hole-in-one on
designated holes.
Rowland said two of the top prizes are
automobiles, including a 1991 Buick Park
Avenue and a 1991 Mazda Miata. Other
prizes include a golfing trip to Scotland for
four people, a Club Car golf cart, a $2,000
gift certificate from the Mattoon Golf and
Country Club, a $3,000 gift certificate from
My Store in Mattoon and a Ranger Bass

Boat, she added.
Prizes will be awarded to tennis players
winning in accuracy of return and target
serve contests, for the most love games won
and the total number of games won. Rowland
said the prizes for the tennis tournament have
not yet been determined.
The registration fee for the tennis tournament is $150, of which $125 goes toward the
intra-aortic balloon pump. The registration
cost for golf is $175, of which $125 goes
toward the balloon pump, Rowland added.
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- Study of rare
cancer begins
anew for links
SPRINGFIELD (AP) Scientists will try again to
determine the cause of a rare
childhood cancer that has
plagued a small central Illinois
town, this time by examining
the genetics of the disease, state
health officials said Thursday.
The state Department of
Public Health has studied the
cluster of cancer cases in
Taylorville and found no sign
of a link between them. But
that study examined the backgrounds of the victims in hopes
of finding some outside cause
of the disease.
The new study will search
the genetic make-up of the cancer, the patients and their families for similarities that suggest
a common cause of the disease.
"This is totally new. It's
never been done before" with
this cancer, said Tom Schafer,
spokesman for the health
department.
"Whether or not it works is
still up in the air." The cancer,
neuroblastoma, usually strikes
children under age 10 and
attacks the adrenal glands and
nervous system. It is so rare
that only nine children in a million are expected to contract it
each year.
Taylorville, a town of about
l l ,000 southeast of Springfield,
has seen four cases since 1989.
, The health department examined the first three cases, diagnosed in 1989 and 1990, but
coul!i find no link.
A fourth case was diagnosed ,,
'Vtfos summer and-has 'renewed
pQ.ncem over thecancer. ,
t
...
/•
...
· , Some Taylorville residents, ·
including parents of the victims, point to a toxic waste site
as the cancer cluster's likely
cause.
The waste, a byproduct of
the process that produced coal
gas for street lamps, was
removed in 1988, just before
the spurt of neuroblastoma
cases.

College-level black men
earn less than white men
WASHINGTON (AP) College-educated white men earn
nearly one-third a year more than
black men with similar backgrounds, the Census Bureau said
Thursday.
The study, conducted in 1989
and 1990, showed blacks lagging
economically behind whites by
almost every measure.
Higher education moved
blacks ahead of less-educated
whites, but they still lacked the
earning power of whites of equal
education.
Black men 25 and older with
four years or more of college on
average earned $31,380 in 1989.
White men of equal education
earned $41,090.
The gap between black and
white women age 25 and older
was narrower. College-educated
black women earned $26,730;
white women, $27 ,440.
Among people 25 and older
with four years of high school
but no college, black men earned
$20,280; white men, $26,510;
black women, $16,440; white
women, $16,910.
Ronald Walters, political science chairman at Howard
University, said the study dealt

"a devastating blow" to the idea
that race is declining in significance in the United States.
"Race as a factor is growing,
and racism accounts for, I would
think, some of this," Walters
said.
As college-educated blacks
climb the corporate ladder, many
at some point reach the "glass
ceiling," an informal barrier to
promotion.
Rather than rising, "they languish in jobs that are below their
qualifications, or they are siphoned out of the company to a
new entry into the black position
of another firm," Walters said.
The census survey provided
broad confirmation of Labor
Department research that found
widespread barriers to promotion
of minorities and women in nine
large corporations.
The Labor Department report,
released in August, said much of
the bias was unintentional,
caused by such practices as
word-of-mouth recruiting, lack
of access to management development and training and the failure of executives to foster
advancement of minorities and
women.

College p_resident forces
students to cancel play
-

LEBANON (AP) - The presi- lege's mission statement to suppor1
dent of a small church-affiliated Christian values," McKendree
college in Southern Illinois banned spokesman Doug Dennison said
a play because it contained profani- Thursday.
ty, sparking student protests
TenBrink declined to comment
.TJl,m:sqay ani;l-h!s ceJ,1Stt.re. by :(a<>IJJ, ,;'flu.iJ:sdity;
I
· .._.
ty.
_ 1!1 a statement Tµysda/', the presi-,
Mct{iltar ··~o.Ut!ge Presfdent' "1tent saidl;e 'could not allow the Gerrit TenBrink was accused by college to sponsor a production that
some faculty and students of contained language he considered
imposing his conservative moral profane and inappropriate for the
views on the school of 750 stu- campus, affiliated with the United
dents. The college faculty voted 38- Methodist Church.
6 Wednesday to censure TenBrink.
"We don't believe this is an issue
TenBrink issued a policy pro- of censorship. It is an issue of sponhibiting the use of profane and vul- sorship," Dennison said, adding
gar language in any cultural pro- that the college preferred not to pa)
duction sponsored by the college.
$1,500 to bring such a ,play to cam"This play conflicts with the col- pus.
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CHICKEN SANDWICH, FRIES & 20 OZ. D

$319

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

$7.95plus
Not valid with any other
Open Daily 4 pm - 1
2 am oo Weekends

345-340Q:,.
,~

-::· 2 Eggs\\/ith Hash Browns & 1/2
order of Biscuits & Gravy with
Bacon or Sausage
Breakfast Served
Saturday 7-11 :30 am
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm

Presents It's
1st Ever 4 O'Clock Club
Come party in
Charleston's
BIGGEST Beer Garden !

Featuring:

Live Music,

~,~Y~-~~¥5<~.florseshoe Tourney·:
1st - $30. 00
50¢ 12 oz.
2nd - $2000
Drafts!
3rd - $5°0 -

also featuring at _9:00
"Catch 22" - LIVE

Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

Bel0196pm
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PICTURES

FRUSAT NITE 4:45, 7:0' 9:10
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS NITE. 4:445 i. 7:00

SUN TO THURS .NITE 5:00 & 7:15

3.00....._.......
1'11S'-

llel0196pm
A UMVERSAL l'ICTURE

IPG~13J

.Wlmlabaut
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FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 & 9:00
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 ONLY

Once upon a time
In South Central L.A.
COlUMIUA
PICTURES

FRUSAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:25
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:15 & 7:30

FRI/SAT NITE 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 & 7:15

.

~

STARTS
TONITEI

345-7427
The Daily Eastern News

Your Lin}< to
The-World

.

NA

'RI

7th and Madison
(one block North of the Square)

Open 7 Days A Wee~

~

My. Place Loung

HELD OVER!
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345-2466

WEEKEND.BREAKFASI). 1~;.
; ./ '\ .';. SPECIAL
_. --...... .

We
Deliver

TIM( TtifATl2(. 3.00~
AllS'-
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The Dally Eastern

TRUTH OR

., DARE
The Ultimate Dare

, 2 . ,,., ~...,

IB] is to tell th;.~~~'!

FRI/SAT NITE 4:45, 7:00, 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NI.TE 4:45 & 7:00

Guns n' Roses:
no longer an
Illusion

5

The E~stern
Film Society:
classics on
campus

/

By Tim Shellberg
Perfunctory This Band's guitarist Al Hibbert laughs
when recalling his first trip to Charleston as a member of E.astern's favorite Grateful Dead tribute outfit.
"The first time we played in Charleston, I was sitting in a boot at a bar waiting to set the stage; we
were getting ready to do a soundcheck or something," said Hibbert, who graduated from Eastern in
1981 with a journalism degree. "Inside the bar was a
philosophy professor that I had before.
"I asked him if he remembered me," he continued,
"and he said, noticing What I was wearing at the time,
'sir, please remove your psychedelia from my presence."'
Fortunately, the philosophy professor's bum theory

doesn't apply to the rest of Eastern, as the Springfield-based octet has received much more than a
warm welcome from its Dead and Perfunctory fans
during their four year existence. And Saturday
evening, those fans will have the chance to see Perfunctory This Band for the first time this school year
at 9:30 p.m. at Rocs, 406 Sixth St.
Hibbert said the story of Perfunctory - which also
consists of lead guitarist Carl Akers, bassist Brad
Beneky, vocalist Will Steminski, harpman Phideaux
Phiden, skinsmen Dave Dick and Josh Kornfield and
keyboardist Jeff Williams - began in 1987, when
Dick, Beneky and Williams formed a band which Hibbert describes as "basically a Grateful Dead Cover

Band."
About a year after Perfunctory's conception, Hibbert joined the band. "I used to play in a band with
Carl (Akers)," said Hibbert. "Brad (Beneky), our bass
player, tried out with us (in our original group), but he
didn't make it - we were idiots at the time."
"We didn't know at the time he'd tum out to be
Mr. Rock," Hibbert added.
And while Perfunctory started out playing nothing
but all that is Dead, other influences would eventually
change their original, limited format.
"As time has gone on, we've done covers of other
band's songs," Hibbert said. "We 've covered the
(• Continued on page 6B)
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You must be at least 19 years of age to enter the following
establishments.

FRIDAY
Roe's
410 Sixth St. .
Perfunctory This Band
9:30 p.m.

My Place Lounge
727 Seventh St.
Catch-22
9p.m.
$1

1/2 Price Cut Specials

Dear Reader:
We're baack!
This week's Verge is better
than ever. A full length, eight
page romp through our usual
stomping grounds.
This week, head Verge goon
Timmy Shellberg does a more
than perfunctory-job of interviewing the only Grateful Dead
tribute band this side of the
Embarrass River, Perfunctory
This Band.
Perfunctory will be playing
Saturday night at a local venue
(a.k.a. Roe's), so grab your
favorite tye-dye, slip on your
sandals, and drop in for a night
that'll tum your parents hair a
touch of gray.
To get yourself psyched up
for Saturday's show, check out
Jay Askin's duo of in-depth
Grateful Dead articles on page

1 st Time Clients
expires Oct. 21 w \ coupon

345-6363
610 W. Lincoln

Marty's

1666 Fourth St.
Robotic Boxing

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Tell Your Mama
9:30 p.m.
$2 ($1 8-10 p.m. w/coupon)

SATURDAY
Friends and Co. ' ·509 Van Buren
Multiple Organisms
(formerly "Motherlode")
The Dungeon
9p.m.
$2
also:
Catherine's Horse
9:30 p.m.
$2

J
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ri:
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Marty's

1666 Fourth St.
Hello David
10:00 p.m.
$2

Roe's
410 Sixth St.
Perfunctory This Band
9:30 p.m.

The Jay-man actually spoke
to a 10-year veteran of the
Dead - their chief publicist, Dennis McNally (Do you know how
many Dead shows this guy must
have ·seen?).
Dead fans here at Eastern are
featured in Jay's second piece
of the Dead pie. Deadheads, as
avid fans are tailed, have manygood reason for enjoying the
band, as you'll find.
Fans of Guns 'n Roses are a
bit less placid than the average
Deadhead, as the St. Louis fiasco will verify, but they're still no
less enthusiastic.
Timmy actually reserved a set
of Use Your Illusion I & II
C.D. 's at Tokens Tuesday
morning - the day of release. It's
a good thing C.D.'s don't wear
out like cassettes, because otherwise Timmy woyld already be
back in line. Anyway, qitch the
f
~r-.
revieW on r:>ase ive. · · ' '
Gn'R's sales are up, up, and
away, according to Grace
Theme's many sources. In the
first day the two albums sold
lots. Look on page five to get
the inside poop.
Speaking of good deals,
Chris Seper found out that there
are free movies shown once a
week in Booth Library. (Booth
is that big building with all the
glass and all the books in the
middle of campus.)
So there you have it - a culmination of the three "m's";
music, money, and movies - all
right here in one tidy package.
Enjoy it and have a very nice
weekend.
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OPEN
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Daily 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Daily

Restaurant

Lunch - Ribeye Steak Sandwich $3.95
Dinner - Bacon Cheese Burger Pizza $10.95

4 o'clock club
FREE Pool 'til 6 PM - Half Price after 6 PM

Derby Days 6 PM - 9 PM
20 oz. Premium Draft Special
SHOTS - "The Big Three" CJR $2.25
Paradise Daiquiri $2.50

DJ "Top Cat" Playing Top 40
Big Screen 1V

FRIEND'

&

509 Van Buren Ave.
One Block South of Square

WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT
FR ID Ay

9:30-close

SATURDAY

9:30-close

QUINTESSENCE · Formerly "Motherload"
MULTIPLE ORGANISMS
JAZZ GROUP
Playing: Bonnie Raitt, Indigo
In The Main Bar
$200 Cover

Girls and R&B Originals
$200 Cover

9:30-close

9:30-close

KEVIN KRAMER
Dance D.J.

CATHERINE'S
HORSE

Club Style Music
,, r

$1°0 14 oz Drafts ·
1 In. The Dungeon
$2°° Cover
Must be 19 to Enter

""~

Great Alternative
·- Rock Music
In The Dungeon
$200 Cover
Must be 19 to Enter

Jerry's Pizza & Pub

345-2844

WHY
PLAY~~~

GAMES?
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot
Pizza Delivered to Your House
or Room

Ted's
102 Sixth St.
Clockwork Orange
9:30 p.m.
$2($1 8-10 p.m. w/coupon)

2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas
Compiled By Jason Winders

NEXT WEEK
Tony Bell & Kutchie

Editor
Tim Shellberg
Associate
Cathy Behrendt
Art Director
Rich Bird

I

Billiard Bar

345-7849

3.

Friends .& Co.
509 Van Buren
Quintessence
The Dungeon
9:30 p.m.
$2
also:
D .J. Kevin Kramer
9:30 p.m.
$2

1
\

HalrBenders

Copy ................................. Debbie Carlson,
Jamie Riley, Mindy Ott, Kelly Doyle,
Tabitha Smith, Penny Weaver
Staff ......................................... Jay Askin,,
Bret Loman, Jason Winders, Matt Johnson,
Grace Thome, Billy Dunne, R.J. Gerber
Special thanks to Debbie and Stu
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$16.00
Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$8.25

$6.35

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$9.50

$7.25

Delivered 345-2844

Delivered 345-2844
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The musical and sociological
impact of the Grateful Dead on a
local and national level

CATHY BEHRENT/ Staff photographer

u/ of Eastern deads fans came out Tuesday afternnon for this lmpromtu photo depicting Eastern deadheads.

teful Dead's success said *o be thf;ir philosophy...
is it? What's the secret behind

of the Grateful Dead? What
m going and why have they
he most consistent concert
the music industry has seen
last 27 years?
the -answer to these qu~s
n be foutid fn tlle questi&ls
Ives. Fact is, for the last t7
d running, the Grateful Dead
Id out show after show in the
States and Europe. They have
d through the deaths of two
Plelnt>ers and out-lived numbers
cs who have questioned the
and durability of the band and
they play.
. McNally has been the Grate,s chief publicist for the past

10 years and attributes their success to
the band's music and phUosophy.
McNally explained from his hotel
room in Boston where the Dead is currently performing, "The music is real,
it's honest and it's not rehearsed, it's
honest toward the fans who can stand
in the audience and see them as they
are and see mistakes when th~ haP,-

_...

noN"

..

..

·MCNallv' S1lid tfte ban~ philosophy
evolves from a "joy of music and dance
and a necessity for having fun."
He added, "they believe you either
do it right or you don't do it at all."
Quoting Dead lyricist Robert Hunter,
McNally said the bands message is simply, "think for yourself."
When asked what the future holds
for the Dead, McNally said, "Who
knows? That's why they've lasted so

long, that's why it still works, if they wouldn't comment specifically on
tried to plan everything out it would actions taken.
When asked about stratification
have crumbled a long time ago."
McNally didn't credit the Dead's among the Dead's followers and if
longevity and success to extensive tour- some Dead Heads seem to question
ing. He explained, "We don't tour that the authenticity of younger fans,
heavily anymore and we don't hit all McNally replied laughingly, "That's
parts of the country. We only go on gone on for years and with a lot of
.....................
~hree, three and on
year."
_. H,e~a~ "We haven't been to ing lot at a Dead show iQ 198,0; He
Texas in five years and there's a huge told of a "dude ranting and' ra\itng haw
market in Texas. It's all we can do to much of a Dead Head he was and sayconcentrate on the places where we ing he was one of the elite faithful."
McNally added, "When we asked him
already know we can do well at."
When aSked about the band's prob- when he saw his first show he told us,
lems of getting banned from cities and 1977."
other concert locations McNally said, McNally laughed when he said,
"That was two or three years ago and "There's always people who want to
that problem of crowd control has brag or prove something but you just
been taken care of." McNally however ignore it, it's not important."

while E~tern Dead fans say the success is their tnystique
he Grateful Dead has
e a lasting impression
n the music industry and
music has been heard by
lions through out the
Id. Among the millions
re is a handful of music
rs at Eastern who have
n bitten by the Dead bug
ich has attracted them to
Dead' s music and mys-

'·t'W'U!i&''.A I -

the freedom to bootleg and
record the concerts."
"It's the music, it's very
energetic and you don't need
to be on drugs to enjoy it."
said ,senior Beth Hansen, "It
just sort of picks you up and
moves through you."
"There's nothing like a
Dead show, the music is so
free and flowing." said junior
Kristan Crawford.
Junior Amy Diamond said
she was first liked the Dead
because "They have a different style than anyone else
and every song sounds different."
"The first Dead show I
ever saw, I fell in love with
the people they're ~ relaxed
and carefree and the music
really mokes you tarn loose."
said junior Belle Walker
Although the music and
the party atmosphere may be
the main draw for many,
tltere are other attractions

junior Dina Mathews said.
"The people are very environmentally and politically
conscious."
During the 60 's while the
Grateful Dead was still in its
il\font stages, a sub-culture
evolved and adapted alternative ways of living.
these people distanced
them5elves from mainstream
society in protest of an
Ahterican system many at the
time was neglecting its elderly, it& J>CJ9r and its minority
population. Many of them
found a place within the relatively small populous of the
Dead's following.
While the federal government
was often accused of killing
its own and others in the
Vietnam war, members of the
60s sub-culture were holding
peace protests along side college students.
Those who affiliate themselves with the Dead's follow:4i1~---~tJti!f;fbUI' ing today find themselves
usaruts of adopting some of the same
UQc~:~ humanistic values that were
held by yesterday's flower
power activists.
Recently the Dead and
their;Jollowers h•ve mP •

The Dead, what a long, strange
push toward raising awareness about the diminishing
rain forests and other crucial
environmental issues and crisis.
Senior J ay Butler said "A
lot of Dead Heads aren't just

trip it has been.
hippies going to a show. I've
seen Dead H e ads who go
around all day and even during concerts trying to educ;:.~e
people abo ut the problems
we all face."

-
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Applications Are Available;
Location; HALL DESKS & HOUSING OFFICE
Dates; SEPTEMBER t6 - 2s
Due Back; SEPTEMBER 25 BY NOON
Approximately 20 positions are
available for the upcoming semester•
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DISCOUNTS FOR .
.. . SPECIAL
.

EIU STUDENTS
FREE INSPECTIONS .

SPRING BREAK.
·. EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
3 DAY CRUISE on the CARNIVALE From $294.00
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$25.00 will hold yourspac.e
620.W. Uncoln

MON-FRI 9-5

West Park Plaza
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Guns 'n Roses new illusions: Appetite satisfied
·,

Guns N' Roses
Use Your Wusion I
Uzi Suicide/Geffen records

~

Guns N' Roses
Use Your filusion 11
Uzi Suicide/Geffen records

{l . -'·

~~ ~L,

By TIM SHEU.BERG

There can be no doubt thafUse Your
Illusion I and Use Your Illusion II have
been the most talked about albums of
the year. The Guns-mania surrounding
this album - unless you've been living
under a rock for the past year - has
been in existence ever since Guns N'
Roses blew its first release date last summer. The hype built when following
release dates - slatings for last Christmas, April, May, July and August were also pushed back.
Ax! Rose's reason for the continual
delays was simple. "We don't want to
put out a f*@&!n "Godfather III," said
R~ in the July issue of Musician, referring to Francis Foro Coppola's speedy
editing job on the less-than-spectacular
Corleone family saga.
Although a Guns N' Roses album cannot logically be compared to a sequel to
a cinematic classic, Rose does make a
point: Illusions I and II, the group's first
full-length studio album since 1987's
Appetite For Destruction, had to be
perfect by the band's standards before its
release. Unlike Coppola, who was
forced by Paramount to release the
"Godfather" finale for a Christmas Day
opening, G n'R - today's reigning rock

and roll punks - thumbed the nose of
the corporation and put substance
before marketing.
And what substance it is. The 30
tracks that make up Use Your Illusion I
and Use Your Illusion 11 essentially ,
prove that Guns N' Roses could record
an album about the dictionary, and aside
from selling millions of copies within a
matter of months, put out a quality product.
Both albums avoid any duplication of
Appetite: Instead of carbon-copying a
formula that proved effective in the past,
the musical variety on both albums especially on Illusion II - propel Guns
N' Roses to stratospheric levels that the
repetitive Whitesnakes, Skid Rows and
Motley Crues of today couldn't equal in
10 albums.
Illusion I (the orange tinted album),
when compared to I/lusion II, is the
poppy mainstream album. When standing on its own, I is - save for "Back Off

.

Bitch" - their least lyrically harsh and
enjoyably simple compilation to date.
With two ballads ("Don't Cry" and the
ultra-sappy ".November Rain"), two
bluesy rockers ("Bad Obsession" and
"Bad APples;')-and an epic-length finale
("Coma," a cautionary drug tale), the 16
tracks that make up I easily formulate
the most musical album of the two.
But unfortunately, not everything
works on I. "You Ain't The First," an
experiment in hokey Country dirge, is
best reserved for a drunken sing-a-long;
"The Garden," a psychadelic-metal mix,
is a silly "age of Aquarius" meets Slash's
slash-and-bum, and the remake of Paul
McCartney's "Live And Let Die" is too
true to the original.
The bleaker and grittier Illusion II (the
blue tinted album) is another story. Listening to the 14 tracks on II is often like
sitting in on a session with Ax! Rose and
his shrink, where brooding and often vulgar tales of paranoia, extremities and

anger are the call of the day - even the
remake of Bob Dylan's "Knocking On
Heaven's Door" reeks of despair.
There are many classics here: "Civil
War," Guns and Roses' only ·release last
year, is an apocalyptic forewarning;
"Pretty Tied Up," a tale of "the perils of
rock n' roll decadence," is a prime target
for the Parental Music Resource Center
to fix on, and the alternate take of
"Don't Cry" is darker and more uncertain than the Illusion I version.
Yet 11's hands-down gem is "Get In
The Ring," a vulgar, yet hysterical track
· , which Ax! rips on every journalist who
·dragged him down in their misery."
After naming a few magazine writers
and editors who dissed on him in print,
Ax! invites them .to "get in the ting." At
the very least, "Get In The Ring" is a
funny exercise in how many vulgar
phrases Rose can conjure up in less than
30 seconds; at the most, it's a classic
testament of the angry young man at his
most livid moment. I like 11 better than I
mainly because of it's grit, and "Get In
The Ring" - probably the best song on
both Illusion albums - is ll's best representative of that roughness.
But that might very well be the opposite of what the Use Your Illusions were
trying to accomplish. While a lot of
"damnage" is still done on these two
albums, it's not in fruitful abundance like
it was on Appetite. But the four years of
maturity between the two albums shows
on Illusions I and II. No longer is Guns
and Roses a band to simply hear; they
are a band to listen to.

Five-thirty's Bed vvorth dancing on G
,

Five Thirty
Bed
Atco Records
By MAIT JOHNSON

Five Thirty is not the new
messiah or the next Beatles,
but they're good, real good.
Unfortunately, they resemble
the other sixties influenced
bands from Manchester, England, in many ways. But Five
Thirty has_ something that
many of their -Manchester
rivals don't have - variety.

Bed, their American debut
album, starts off with "Supernova," a single that could
cornpete with tbE;? !Urns of
NE!d 1 s Atomic Dustbin and ·
Northside. The raw guitars
and snobby vocals on "Supernova" are revitalizing and fun.
The first single from Bed,
"13th Disciple," is a wah-wah
trip through the 60 ' s and
70's . This funkidelic cut
sounds like the music from a
60's - with 70's cops and robbers flick full of bell-bottoms
and Grand Torinos. It might
sound like a bad taste of nostalgia, but try sitting still to
"13th Disciple." You can't.
The album changes pace
with "Strange Kind Of Urgency ," a gentler song with a
bass line carrying the listener
through desperate lyrics. The
band's talent is evident in this
number which shifts from
tranquility to confusion.
Essentially, Bed is a variety
pack. "Automation" 'sounds a

bit like The Wonderstuff's
"Radio Ass Kiss." The soft
"Wrapped In Blue" is an
acousti S?fl.$ reminisceAt,;?f •.
the Trash..Can . Sinatra&i'..Pnd " Mistress Daydream" is a
footstomping guitar and drum
romp . A cornucopia of guitar
work, witty lyrics, and an
intermingling of rockin' tunes
with softer acoustic pieces
make Five Thirty's Bed warm
and welcome. '
They couldn't have chosen
a better time to emerge - the
alternative trend seems to be
shifting from dance music full
of sampling and drum
machines to guitar-oriented
rock and roll. Every song is
good, and every song is different. Even with their variety
and versatility, however, Five
Thirty manages to sound like
everything else from Manchester rolled into one. They're
good, real good, but not
great.

·New- Tesla not to be overlooked.

Perhaps overshadowed by
the recent releases of megagroups Metallica and Guns n'
Roses but certainly not to be
overlooked is Psychotic Supper, the latest recording by
hard rockers Tesla.

Supper, the third album of Me. "
Keith's characteristic rasporiginal material from Sacramento's finest, was released ing wail leads into the opening
without the large-scale publici- track "Change In The Weathty used by Metallica and Guns er," an anthem that denounces
n' Roses, yet there is much to the pop fluff of the 80s for
nearly suffocating what Rock
say about it, and it's all good.
Lead singer Jeff Keith and was meant to be; loud, racy,
Co. have unleashed 13 tracks and against all the rules.
Of particular note is the
that should ease Tesla fans'
fears about selling out to pop- "Song & Emotion," the
ular tastes, as Supper is a col- memorial to Def Leppard guilection of "no pretty boys tarist and long-time Tesla
allowed" rock, no different friend "Steamin"' Steve Clark,
from that which the group has who died last year of an alcohol poisoning. "Song & Emobased their reputation on.
Shifting gears from the live tion," starts out as your stanFive Man Acoustical Jam, dard hard rock ballad, but then
Tesla has reverted back to the turns tables on the listener and
feel of Mechanical Resonance opens into a full guitar grindwith speed and drive that ing, metallic dirge fitting for
shines on the tracks "Freedom one of rock's guitar legends.
Slaves" and "Don't De-Rock
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n' R sells, says
area record stores
}ly 6ltACE .TJI~
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,1· .the .cusl9~r m\g t notice

What do three and a half
years of waiting, a Rose, and
his guns have in common?
"Probably the best out-ofthe-b ox sale of compact
discs and cassette tapes in
years, " said Kevin Triestam,
an employee at Mister Music
in Mattoon.
Mister Music opened its
doors at 7 a.m. Tuesday three hours earlier than the
norm - to meet the demand
for the long-awaited Guns n'
Roses releases of Use Your
Illusion I and Use Your 11/usion II. This demand for I
and II resulted in the sale of
500,000 copies nationwide
in less than two days.
Out of the 1,250 compact
discs and cassettes of Illusion I and II received at Mister Music, first day sales
topped 350. "More than 90
percent of the customers
bought both Illusions" said
Triestram.
After a first day total of
nearly 100 sets sold, Ira Barrett, owner of Tokens, University Village, said sales
"may not ~e bonkers, but
after people get a chance to
hear (Illusions I and II), it
should continue to be a very
solid seller."
With a price of $14.99
for each CD or $9. 79 for
each cassette, Barrett hopes
his predictions are true.
The New Age section may
also have some gratitud.e
aimed at Guns n' -Roses.
Before purchasing either or
both of the blue and orange
boxed CD's and cassettes,

the warning in the little black _
box. "This album contains
language which some listeners may find objectionable,"
which is followed by a kind
suggestion to look to t he
New Age area for an alternate selection. How nice.
Just after midnight Monday , the Music Junction in
Terre Haute unloaded a
combination of 500 11/usion
I and II CD's and cassettes.
"It was definitely a record
day for new releases," said
Kelly Wey , an employee at
Music Junction. Wey ~xpect
ed another $2000 in sales
on Wednesday after additional drop off of 600 CD's
and cassettes.
Has any other new release this year ever had this
kind of demand? "R.E.M's
release of Out Of Time did
really good," said Michael
Morgan, an employee at the
Record Service in Champaign .. "But that was only
one album."
·Morgan said if Illusions I
and 11 were put in the same
category with Out Of Time
for first day sales, "it looks
like Guns n' Roses will come
ahead."
So what category can the
Illusions be put into? "As of
2:00 p.m. Wednesday, Guns
N' Roses sold an excess of
500,000 CD's and cassettes," 'said Jan Rose, Marketing Director at Geffen
Records, G.uns N' Roses'
label. Rose said that
deserves·a category in itself.
Axl and his Guns would
probably agree.
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Perfuctory

BROADWAY
JOE'S

(Continued from page JB)
Stones, Santana, Eric Clapton, (and) the Beatles.
We've also performed our original songs."
Yet Perfunctory's Grateful influence still dominates various elements of their musical attitude.
"We usually play until it feels like it's time to
stop," said Hibbert. "When it gets down to it, we like
to get into the long drum solos and the long guitar
solos. We'll often play three songs in one hour."
"If there's any sweat involved (in our performance)," he added , "it's because we' re getting
involved in the show."
Hibbert also said that Perfunctory - like the Dead
- avoid repetitio n at any cost when it comes to
selecting material for their sho\NS.
"There's never, ever, two sho\NS that are in the
sam~ mood," said Hibbert. "We're a little more
loose than that. We give ourselves the opportunity
to explore different things."
"We make a point not to chain ourselves."
But while Perfunctory breaks musical boundaries from gig to gig, Hibbert said the band always
feels a chain pulling from Charleston.
"Charleston is by far our favorite place to play,"

said Hibbert. "The people at the show always seem
to have a good time, and we always play good here
because the crowd always gets into the music." _
And while many comparisons can be made
between Perfunctory and the Dead, Hibbert says the
band has a lot in common with many of their fans as
well.
"We're like a Jot of the people who go to our
sho\NS, in the sense that we've been to a lot of Dead
shoW5," he said. "I've been to about 20 Dead sho\NS
and Brad (Beneky) thinks he's been to about 150
sho\NS.
Dave (Dick) been to about that many also, and
Cart's been to about 30," he added.
Fortunately, Eastern fans might have a chance to
Perfunctory more often, as Hibbert hinted that
Charleston might very well be treated to a special
Perfunctory performance.
"Halloween is our four year anniversary together
as a group, and I think we're going to play down
there (in Charleston) for it," he said. "I'd like to make
Charleston the place where we celeorate our birthday bash."

(60'S & 70'S ROCK)
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Red Letterday

SATURDAY NIGHT
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Broadway Boogie
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RESTAURANT

OPEN AT NOON

2 Big Screen T. V.'s

TUESDAY NIGHT

Kitchen Hours

Benji and the Bebops
Free Pool
Sat & Sun
1-4

(LUNCH)

1/2 lb ground sirloin
Pub Burger w/ Fries
$3.00

M-F 11 am - 1 pm
Sat 11 am - 2 pm

DINNER: 7 Days a
week 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
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Molly Dodd

War Warrior

100,000 Fortune
College Football
Torkelsons

Movie: Love

College Football

Auburn at

and Curses

Brigham Young

Texas

Empty' Nest

Baseball:
Movie: 10

Cubs at

at Penn State

News
Sat. Nite Live

Movie: May-

Movie: I'm Gonna

Movie: The

World

Bermuda

Flower Madam Get You Sucka
Minder

Wings

Movie: The

Nurses
Sisters

Evening at Pops

Expos

Triangle

!Prize
P.S. I Luv U
News
Current Affair

Veronica Clare
News
WKRP

Scoreboard

Hitchhiker

BaseballTonigh
SportsCenter

Malibu Bikini

. Auto Racing

News

Movie:The
Movie

May to December

Hidden Room
Confessions

Star Trek: The

Sporting Life

Daughters of

Baseball:

Next Generation
Comic Strip Live

Wheels
Tusi Hark
Stuart Gordoan

the Country
Autograph, M. Mackay
Salome

Braves at
Dodgers

ra~e

Shop

owers

Terra X

I
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8· 0
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Mark and Brian
Eerie Indiana
Pacific Station
Proven lnnoc.

NFL Primetime
Wrote
away Father

Funniest People

Movie: Fatal
Exposure

Blue Jays at
Athletics

Change

and Me

Wonderful

Internal Med.

In Living Color

Kangaroo

Family Practice

Roe

Masterpiece

Cardiology

Married...

2nd Russian

Shelley

National

Theatre

Internal Med.

Herman's Head

Revolution

After Henry

Geographic

OB/Gyn. Update

Sunday Comics

Piglet Files

Family Practice
Journal Update

Arsenic (10:20)

Wings

Prisoner

Prescribing
Runaway
Pump It Up!

America

Replay
Riker
Nitecap

Movie
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Commercial Programs

Movie

Alexej Sayles Stuff

Nature of Things

15 Years Later

All in Good Faith
Kennel Murder Case
Network earth
Comm. Prog.
Kansas Pacific
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Sav-e
~

e remaining competiky for you, yours truly
sumed the role of the
ious consumer and coma small smorgasbord of
information from the
permarkets.
e bottom line, which is
most of us are con-with when shopping
e week, is the total sav-

~~.~~

~~~.~~fr~ ·

=paper (Northern) ........... ........................
................ :....
Four roll pack
Soap (Djal) ................................................•........ $0.56 ............................................ $0.53
1 bar
.
Laundry Detergent (!Kie) .... ... ................ .............$7.01 ............................... ............. $6.47
96Aoz
Shampoo (White Rain) ........................................ $1.62 ............................................ $1.69
15oz
Pain Reliever (Advil) .............................._.............. $5.81 ~ ·············· ... :......................... $5.80
50 Tabs 200 mg
_
Milk (store brand) ............................................... $1.93 .......................................... ..$1.93

stop shop" is usually the way
to go.
If you eat in food servke or
are one of the few who eat
out every day, then the
accompanying price index
chart might not necessarily be
for you.
But if you doesn't fall into
1 Gal2%
Velvasta ............................................................ $3.31 ............................................ $3.37
either one of those categories, pay attention, the · 1 lb 20 slices
Bread (Country Hearth) ....................................... $0. 79 ............................................ $0. 79
dime saved may be your
16ozWhite
The index. lists the itemized
Onu9
juice ..................................................... $2.30 ............................................$2.17
prices far a dozen different
grocery Qoodies
see each "'"'"'r---~-:-;-'week.
, ltyJis~tbe_--diff·~~~~llJf ~~lllliliialse (Hellmans) ................................ ....... $2.77 ....... .. ................................... $2.67
tor each item and~ sumMustard (Plochman's) ........................................ .,$1.19 ............................................ $1.17
24oz
Catsup (Heinz) ................................................... $2.58 ............................................ $2.53
40oz

°"'°·

cards didn't say so.
That left the cards in Honolulu awaiting special processing
by the post office.
Postal officials couldn't bear
to deface the special cards with
a "postage due" mark, and
instead notified the museum.
The museum, in turn, dispatched a staff member with a
pile of 10 cent stamps, and the
cards were 5ent on their way,
said ·Ken Miller, the museum's
JU5'\alpgi~_ {~ iptoJ>la~."
::Who mailed ~ommemorative ed~cation and planetarium
~~-~~~~m~UDa.Dls.flat..illllfe..--:.,.L...-.....--1--..ll...:::.::.:.:::::::Jl~O~. 'Postcards didn t use the proper chairman.
__1
postage stRmdins the C8fds..-ift- !tiJ@jt of !h~ ~~para~ .
c~rds will be sent as intended
But, unlike eclipse viewers, "".1th ~ July 11 postmark readcanyousp~e
the cards got a second chance
ing, The Great Total Solar
The postcards, offered by ~lipse," said U.S .. Postal Serthe Bishop Museum were so vice spokesman Felice Cook.
The path of the t~tal eclipse
large they needed ~ 29 cent
HONOLULU (AP) - Cloud stamp instead of the usual 19 covered all of Hawaii Island and
cover disappointed many who cent stamp, but many of the a small comer of Maui Island.

P .ERUSE

to.

a dime?

..

!IL
Block !'-light

$2IR Natu al Ute
Pitchers 8' Drink

~ there'salWl'js
~going

Spedals
(Req(lest-~

on:

SAL
IMPORTS
FOR $1.50
Giant Drafts
For $1 00

LIVE D.J. & DANCING

..

····························
5•~···················
PANTHER BEACH

····~

5•

·5
NEW BULBS HAVE ARRIVED!! 5
•
•

i Al~ed W&!f c~T I
••

EIn University Village

••
348-5812 :

-.i........................................................;

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE.*
Sun~ay,

September 22
11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on,y!

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

* (Buy any footlong, get a second footlong of equal or

lesser value free.)
•Limit of buy two get two free per customer.
• C$1lnot be used in combination with any other discount offer
Qncluding a Sub-Club card).
• Sorry no rainchecks.
• No phone-in orders accepted.
• Sale ends promptly at 3:00.

348-SUBS

636 W. ·Lincoln -Ave.
• FRIDAY, SEPI'EMBER 20, 1991
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Cinema Paradiso!
Eastern Film Society entertains, educates
ment of the various genres, while the
gangster crime genre will be the showy CHRIS SEPER
case for the second half of the year.
"I tend to like watching films, and
At 8 p.m. every Tuesday, staff, stu- anything new and interesting that I can
dents and Charleston residents make get my hands on I am more than
their way to the lecture room of Booth happy to look at," Heumann added .
Library to get a glimpse of cinematic "Most films deal with people students
excellence, a flicker of nostalgia and a haven't even heard of before, big stars
chance to get some homework done.
and interesting things. Most students'
Most films made for
The Eastern Film Society, estab- time line as far as films is only about
lished in 1971, is continuing its tradi- five years."
big screen aren't made
tion of showing classic, rarely-seen
To get the desired big-screen effect
a
20-inch television set
films from genres past and present for of the classics, the society's lecture
no cost.
room boasts a 14'X 16' screen for
Joe Heumann, film
"They may be exposed to interest- projector-shown films and a lO'X 12'
ing films they never even knew existed screen for video cassette productions.
speech communi
before," said Joe Heumann, film and
"Most films made for the big screen
speech communication instructor and aren't made for a 20-inch television set
creator of the idea. "Another thing is or even a 40-inch television set,"
to see these films and other films that Heumann said. "If you want to get the
they may have seen before, but only real impact of what a film should look
seen on television, on a big screen."
like, the image should be of a signifiCurrently catering to audiences of cant size, much larger than life. Cerabout 40, the whole idea originated tainly much larger than TV."
back when Heumann first came to
Along with the general population
Eastern. He and other film enthusiasts of Charleston residents and Eastern
from the English and Speech Commu- film enthusiasts witnessing the shows,
nications departments formalized the films and film-related classes have been
· weekly shows to give people a taste of taking advantage of Heumann's
the old and little-known films.
efforts, using the Film Society as an
"There were some years that we extension of their classroom education.
tried to charge, and some years we
"There are a number of people who
didn't," he said. "But we've been teach fine arts classes who recommend
showing films free of charge pretty to their students that they can cor:le
consistently for eight years now."
see these films, and sometimes some
Showing around 30 films a year, the of the kids show up," Heumann said.
1928 classic "Sunrise," Francis Ford "Depending on what films are being
Coppola's Vietnam classics "Apoca- shown, other teachers suggest to their
lypse Now" and the award-winning film students that there's a particular film
"Citizen Kane"have kicked off this they might want to see that fits into
year's film season. "Meet Me in St.. their course schedule."
Louis," another old-time blockbuster, is
Past and present classes that have
next on the list of film classics shown and can integrate the society into its
at Eastern's Tuesday-night bijoux.
curriculum have been Introduction to
"Another (valuable aspect) is watch- Film Communication, Film Nair, Film
ing films in a group with a number of Production, Film and Literature as well
your peers, and hopefully after the film as genre classes.
is over, having some interchange,"
Heumann, who graduated from the
Heumann said. It is "stude11ts talking to University of Iowa with a master's
one another about what they had just degree in Film Studies, admitted it is
seen, perhaps developing some sort of his love for films that keeps him
dialogue."
involved .
Flipping from genre to genre ; the.
"I wouldn't be doing it if I didn't love
society deals mainly with the western, it," he said. "I happen to love film, and
the gangster, the musical and science I love teaching it, and it's really nice if I
fiction genres, while throwing in the can get people interested in it. That's
mystery crime, art and smaller "gener- what the university is all about - to get
people interested in areas where they
ic" periods.
"Depending on the term · and its perhaps (don't have) too much experiavailability, we show films anytime ence in."
The chance to spark a new interest
from the early 1900s to contemporary
films to American film to European- will again be available at 8 p.m. TuesAsian film, Third World cinema; it day, as the house. lights will once again
depends on what I've chosen," go down in Booth's makeshift theater Although not currently scheduled to be shown this semester, ' otekim" (t
and ''Night of the Hunter" (bottom) are among some of the movies Eastern Film
for "Meet Me in St. Louis."
Heumann said.
Society's Joe Heumann says are best representory of the medium.
First-semester films will be an assort-

B

Eastern Film Society Film List for 1991 season
Listed below are the movies scheduled to run in
the Eastern Film Society for the remainder of
the semester. Listed after the movie titles is
Film Society creator Joe Heumann 's .description
of each film . All films start at 8 p .m.

Sept. 24 - "Meet Me in St. Louis" (1944): Vincente Minelli directs Judy Garland (his wife) in one
of Hollywood's greatest musicals, which explores
mid-western values at the turn of the century.
Oct. 1 - "The Searchers" (1956): One of the
greatest American films ever made, directed by
John Ford and starrin g John Wayne, "The
Searchers" is one of the key influences on Lucas,
Coppolla, Scorcese and Milius .
It explores a man driven to the depths of madness, racism and violence .
Oct. 8 - "A Clockwork Orange" (1971): Stanley

SB ON THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEND

Kubrick directs from Anthony Burgess' vision of a
future society's attempt to control violent youth
culture. Still a very strong experience.
Oct. 25 - "The Battle of Algiers" (1965): Gilio
l?ontecorvo's "documentary" recreation of the liberation movement of Algeria against France during the 1950s.
Oct. 22 - "Lola Montes" (1955): Max Ophul's
vision of a world that is never static, thanks to his
wide-screen camera that is ever moving, ever
searching for beauty and truth.
Oct. 29 - "Bonnie and Clyde" (1967): Arthur
Penn's romantic ballad of two squalid semi-historical figures, starred Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway, and was one of the big hits that helped
push "youth culture" into the Hollywood mainstream.
Nov. 5 - "Cartoon Film Festival" : High art via

the small form, featuring great characters of our
age:ducks, birds, rabbits, cats, mice and an occasional foolish human being.
Nov. 12 - "Meat" (1976): Fredrick Wiseman
takes a long, hard look at the meat- packing business, and you'll be there from the beginning of the
process to the end.
Nov. 19 - "The Cool World" (1963): Shirley
Clarke's film about the crushing realities of ghetto
!ife in Harlem, its affects on youth and why these
problems were created. Thirty years old and still a
contemporary work.
Dec. 3 - "Annie Hall" (1977): Woody Allen's
breakthrough film, explores a man ' s love for
women, a city and his cherished neurotic fantasies.

- Compiled by Chris Seper
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ush eases talk of new war in Gulf
ASHINGTON (AP) - The
administration tried to quell
of a new war with Iraq on
day, a day after raising the
ibility of sending U.S. planes
tect U.N. inspectors.
sident Bush denied he was
iling for a fight and the
tagon said, 'Nobody is going
ywhere." Bush denounced
i President Saddam Hussein
a "brutal dictator," but only in
course of a quick reference to
Gulf War during a speech on
estic matters.
The president had said Wedsday he was "fed up" with
dam and ready to back up his
stration by deploying U.S. airt if Iraq continued to interfere
'th U.N. teams searching for its
apons of mass destruction.
But no one was making threats
Thursday.
Told that Iraq's·state-rup new~ .
dia had accused !he United· ·
tates of "spreading false inforation ... to justify its resumpon of aggression," Bush told
porters in Los Angeles, "I'm
t looking for a fight with anyy."
Defense Department spokesan Pete Williams refused to

. SToP
TtlE Wo~f9- .
IWANT To GET off

U.S. and Jordan urge·all
Palestinians.to join talks
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) Secre-

A JVew·Style Musical

_tary of State James A. Baker III

and King Hussein on Thursday
jointly urged the Palestinians to
attend a Mideast peace conference, saying they have the most
to lose by not seizing an opportunity that the Jordanian leader
said "may not come again,
ever."
Baker said the United States
was prepared to go ahead with
the conference regardless of
Palestinian participation.
Hussein, whose populace is
about half Palestinian, declined
to say whether Jordan would do
so - calling the question premature - but declared "the time
has come for people to act."
"We would be prepared to
sponsor a conference that could
proceed toward peace across the
any U.S. forces, saying the
Pentagon doesn't comment on
"contingency plans."
Williams added, however:
"No orders have been issued to

Book. Music Br Lyrics by

Leslie

-

Anthony

Bricusse

b oard," said Baker when asked
at a joint news conference with
the king whether the United
States would go ahead if the
Palestinians refused to attend.
Jordan was the third Arab
country visited by Baker on a
trip designed to firm up
arrangements for the peace conference the United States hopes
to 'convene in October.
He also met with three
Palestinians in Jerusalem on
Monday immediately after conferring with Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir.

carry out any plan with respect to
an Iraqi contingency.... All I can
say is, there are no troops moving. Nobody is going anywhere."

elt$in described as 'slightly ill'
MOSCOW (AP) - Russian
ederation President Boris
Yeltsin was described as "slightly
ill" from an unspecified heart ailment Thursday and he canceled
his engagements for a second
straight day.
The acting chairman of the
Russian legis4µuri:,· R.tt&Lan..
Khasbulatov, told lawmakers the
· cou id not
60 -year-o Id Ye 1tsm
speak to the opening session of
the legislature as planned because
his doctors told him to rest for a
day.

UNIVERSI1Y THEATER presents

He said Yelstin was not seriously ill and still planned to visit
Azerbaijan this weekend.
There was no public talk that
Yeltsin might be seriously ill, and
speculation grew in the legislature that he might be feigning illness to avoid a debate with law-

and

Newley

8:00 p.m. - -September
18,19,20,21 .
2:00 p.m. - -September 22
In the studio Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 Adults-$6 Senior Citizens &
Youths-$4 EIU Students.
Phorie 581 ·3 l l O for reseivatlons
~ information.

I
I
'•-----~--------------·
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK
I .
I

: A Large (16")

i Sausage Pizza
:
I
I
I
I
I
I

$6.95

Good on Carry-Out & Delivery 7 Days a Week.
PLUS a 32 oz. Ice Cold Soft Drink for just $1.09.
Off~r Expires October 10. 19.9 1.

and bypassing legislative review.
Many lawmakers have questioned
their legality.
"Many legislators regard the
absence of Boris Nikolayevich
(Yeltsin) at the session as an
attempt to avoid open confrontation with the parliament," the
•
...~:i~i:.v~~tl'.!9.~:.o~ ~ ~ IN)V-S agency...quoted faw- .....1 - c. .., .
powers to tne ex'eciitive "'branctl. · m~r ~actimir .CMin~as -sayfn'g.O:> cinl SJ" l~ ::>H 1' " 0 -> liuo
y e 1tsm
· issue
·
d a senes
·
"H e would have to answer
909 18th Street
of
I
Charleston
sweeping decrees after the failed some unpleasant questions about
I
Aug. 18-21 coup, asserting his his decrees," said Lisin, chairman
I
authority over many aspects of of the subcommittee on humanithe central Soviet government tarian issues.
I PLEASE PRESENT THIS COUPON

Stretch It At

Congratulates The Fa/11991

Pledge Class

BIG BEER BASH
SATURDAY NIGHT
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Pitchers - $2QQ
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FREE HOT -POG~ · 'TII,,L. l _Q- Ptl ,?
COME EARLY LET'S MAKB: IT AJiff..G~. I I-

President
Kim Thurmond
Jean Calbert
Mark Cozart
Melanie Crimmins
Erika Darling
, , -Karen ....._Groltry
,

Secretary
Cecile Redoble

Treasurer
Tara Pichelman
Kim James
Christin Kook
Amy Morman
Doree Pleus
Deron Roche'

~-

'

'

HOT FLASHES.
Warbler Yearbool<
Portrait Shots
For Seniors
(underclass start next week)

For Scheduled Appointments and Wall<-lns:
Thursday, September 19 - Sullivan/Shelbyville Room 10 a.m. - 1:45 p.m. ~ 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Friday, September 20 - Sullivan/Shelbyville Room 10 a.m. - 1:45-p.m. ~ 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
$500 Sitting Fee for Seniors

S
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Dorm size refrigerators and
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street.
348-7746.
I
~~~~~-~-,...--t2/6

Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT
Sound & Light DJ Service.
Dances, parties, weddings, all
occasions. 345-9549.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
"My Secretary" Resume Service. New location. For appointment call 345-1150.

NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., fulltime and part-time developmental trainers to work with developmentally disabled adults.
SOME FULL-TIME BENEFITS
AVAILABLE. Apply in person
738 18th St.
~---------12/6

"Give the unforgettable gift."
University Hard Bodies, malefemale exotic dancers. Call
Duke 309-454-7846.
~~~------9/28
Fast Easy Income! Earn 1OO's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed
stamped
envelopes to: Fast Income P.O.
Box 641517 Chicago, IL 606641517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca9/18,20,23
Bands wanted for Panther
Lounge. Call 345-9885.
---~-~----9/20
MAKE $150-$300 IN 3-10
HOURS by selling 50 funny college I-shirts. No financial obligation. Smaller and larger quantities available. Call toll tree 1800-728-2053.

Loving parents and their 3-yearold son are anxious for another
child. Let us provide love, security and every opportunity for
your baby . Let us help each
other; medical and legal
expenses paid. Please call
Arlynn & Ron collect at
(217)367-4769, or call our attorney, Glenna, contact at
(217)352-8037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca9/6, 13,20,27
Give your baby a future. We can
provide love and laughter in our
warm country home, financial
security, and an education .
CHildless couple,.full time mom .
Private and confidential. Legal
;ind medical expenses paid.
::all Collect: Joe and Sandy
315-686-1089.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
r'or your convenience, The
Daily Eastern News accepts
Visa and MasterCArd.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120

ADOPTION: We are a loving,
married couple who want to
adopt a healthy newborn. Our
six year old adopted daughter
would love a bal;?y sister or
brother. Legal and confidential.
Medical , legal expenses paid.
Call collect 217-999-2157. Brian
and Ann.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1019
We are a childless couple with
a close, loving relationship; supportive families; good friends;
beautiful home; financial security; and a strong fail-everything
except a child . We will pay
counselling, medical, and legal
expenses. Call Mike and Barb
collect. (708) 535-0361.

Dorm size refrigerator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
2 bedroom, furnished apartment
for 2 people. Includes dishwasher, carpeting, central heat
& air. Close to campus.
$220/month per person. Carlyle
Rentals. 348-7746.
,,.-,=--.,----,...-,---- 12/6
2 Spring subleasers needed.
House close to campus. Own
bedroom $150.00/mo. Call 3453932.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
Quiet, 1 bedroom furnished
apartment. Near square. Utilities paid. Call 345-4336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
Female subleasor needed to
share Royal Hts. Apt. with 2
other females. Call after 3:30
p.m. 1-346-2544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9125
Sleeping for quiet non smoking
female. Kitchen and laundry
privileges. Near stadium. 3452564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
For Rent: 1-2 bedroom apt. Furnished. Available now or Spring
sem. 348-5937.
~--------~10/2
Apartment for rent. Available
immediately. Female subleaser
needed to share apartment with
one other female. Call 345-3423
or 345-2363.
- - - -- - - - - ' 9/30
Two room apartment for rent.
Near EIU. Call 345-4757.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9127
Sleeping room in very modern
house for on non-smoking quiet
male: includes washer/dryer
dishwasher, fenced in yard, etc.
345-1160.
~--~------9/26

Nice one bedroom apartment,
very near EIU, range, refrig.,
drapes provided . No pets.
$31 O/month. 345-4220.
- - - ' - - - - - - - - -9120

Complete sound system for
band. Board, snake, amps,
stands, the works. Even trailer
348-1888 anytime.
------~---12/7
Sony CD player $50 , Advent
digital sound processor $!50.
Four auto Bose speakers
w/equalizer. digital radio cassette $200. More 345-7282.
------~---12/7

Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.
--..,.-------12/7
1983 Chevette - high mileage
(highway), new tires, AM/FM
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969
or 618-793-2559 ($800).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
1985 Dodge 600 All electric
very good condition $4,500.
1976 AMC Hornet good 850.00
345-6415.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
=--..,---=,...--,----=,,-12/7
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP. 3456797.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12/7
1980 Mazda Rx? . New paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
--~--~----12/7

1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar
with hard case. Good condition
$275 call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 12/7
YAMAHA
FZ
600
'86
red/white/blue, quick, low miles,
new tires, runs great! Must sell,
$2600 345-9129.
=--..,-..,--..,-....,...,,.,,.....,,..,....,,-1217
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes
9-11. Call Mary at 581-3215.

Trying to decide
what to wear
this fall?
Watch for the

LOST: Brown wallet Sat. night
9/14 contains Indiana Dr. Li. If
found please contact 348-0908
Jeff.
-=~--=,...-----.,..--9120
LOST: Blue news writing book
in Bu zzard Building. Return to
Dally Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____9/23

---------~12/7

82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.
_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ 12/7
PREFORMATTED IBM COMPAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY
COMPUTER DISKS $1.25 ea.
WHILE THEY LAST. BRAD
2836.
..,.----- - -- - -12/7
Formals very nice. Lavender
and royal blue. Worn once. Size
8/9. $25 OBO 348-5541 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
'85 Kawasaki 600 KLR White
Endurro Rebuilt in July . $1000
OBO. 581-3482 leave message.
= - - - . , . . - - - - - - -12/7
Tired of waiting in line at computer labs? Call Coles County
Office Products. 345-4944. See
286
12 MH2,
40
MB,
Monachrome monitor $999.
Printer included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20

ACROSS
The Daily Eastern Ne'ws cannot be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion. Report errors immediately at 581-2812. A corrected ad will appear in the next edition.
All dassified advertising must meet the 2 p.m. deadline to appear in
the next day's publication. Any ads processed after 2 p.m. will be published in the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled after
the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in advance. Only accounts with established credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

Need a computer? Coles County Office Products. Call for information 345-4994.
=--..,.---,.---.,..-,---9120
Speedo swim suit size 10.
Ladies never worn tags are
attached $30.00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Zenith 25" console TV $150.
Marantz speakers (165 watts)
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Allband communication receiver
$150. More. 345-4426 after 1O
a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Round trip ticket Indianapolis to
Rapid City, S.D. for Sept. 26th30th . $250.00 OBO Call Becky
581-5338.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
Cannon Camera, accessories,
extra lens, $275 OBO or trade
345-7205.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
Lacrosse stick for sale never
used $40. Call Mike 348-1681.
~~~=--=-----~-9/19
Girls Schwinn ten speed. Very
good condition. $65 o.b.o. 3455526.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
Need space? Buy bunk beds!
Only $45 o.b.o. Call 345-1654.
.
9120
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE . Good condition. $1800
O.B.O. Call Ken 345-9735.
_ _ __ _ _ ____ 12/7
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM
cassette, new tires, looks great,
runs good 75,000 miles
$2300.00 348-0692.
~.,...,,-~-~-=-=ccc~~-12/7
1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed
posi, power steering $2500.00
345-1118.

1 Launder suffix
5 Factual tidbit
10Canape
14 Worthwhile
15 Caribbean
island
16 Scottish resort
17 Excited
18 Big or Little
Poison
19 Comic Sahl
20 "Snow White "
author
23 Depend (on)
24 Musical
aptitude
25 Put aside
'
28 Roper. e .g .
33 F ly catcher

Baseball card show
County Mall Mattoon. S
Sept . 28 . 1 O a.m. to
Table information 235-49
for Rob.
STUDENT GOVT. IS AP
ING A STUDENT WHO I
A MEMBER OF STU
SENATE OT CO-CHAI
FALL ELECTIONS CO
TEE . ALL STUDENTS I
ESTED ARE URGE
APPLY IN RM 201 OF
UNION.
HEY! Sigma Iota Lambdlt
Law Fraternity will be h
car wash this Saturd
Midas! From 9 a.m.-2 p.m
YOU THERE!
Jeff, Hey Poopsie, this w
will be unforgettable.
deserve some relaxation!
from your pumpkin, Abby.

DELTA SIGMA THETA Neophyte will begin at 11 :00 p.m. SH
Sat. 21 at 10:00 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
DELTA SIGMA THETA will have 4 o'clock club on Sept. 20 at 22
9th #103. Everyone is welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA signature event will be held at Jill Ehrgo
Sun. Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. All actives please attend at 7:30 and
money.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES will have a meeti
Sun. Sept 22 at 7:00 p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. Come one,
all.
MINORITY AFFAIRS BOG Minority Internship applications with
letters of reference are due in the Minority Affairs office (111 Blair
by 4:#0 p.m. on Friday Oct. 18.
ESA will have a scavenger hunt on Sept. 22 in the Library Quad.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise & Worship
vice on Sun. Sept. 22 at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian House so
Lawson Hall. Come early for donuts and juice. Everyone is wel
Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION all volunteers to
"Friends for a Day" are reminded the event is 8:00-2:30 on Satu
Sept. 21 at Lakeland College. All volunteers are needed rain ors
If you have a car or need a ride, let's car pool outside Buzzard Au
um at 8:00 a.m.
EIU RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB will be traveling to Springfield, IL
weekend to put their 22-0 record on the line. Please wish your R
good luck. The game is at 1:00 p.m. on Sept. 21 .

,.,; .:!!?}

BRECKENRl~~I;
JANUARY 2-9 • 5, 6 OR 7 NIGHTS
•• ~

VAIL/BEAVERCRf.!=.X
•• ~1

JAH\llRY3·12•50R 7NIGHTS
10th ANNUAL
COLLEGIATE
WINTER SKI
BREAKS

-

• •C!fc-

:

~

••""'

TOU FREE INFORMATION l RESERVATIONS

1·800-521·5911

34 Irish lower
house
35 Zane Grey's
masked rider
36 Ruling family at
Modena · 1288
37 Norse chieftain
38 Playwright
Howe
39 Regard
40 Farm females
41 - - -propre

55 Winter
Olympics event
56 Actor Delon
57 Take on
58 Cons umer
59 Country s inger
Blac k
60 Word of woe
61 French
summers
62 Suspends
63 Go soft

42 Stately dance

DOWN

44 Quiescence

1 Hoople's word
2 Fast-food
option
3 Roger Rabbit.
e .g .
4 "Starved Rock "
poet
5 Waste time
6 "The Sheik of

45 Met, as a
counci l
46 Battle scene:
May-June 1943
47 "Al ice Adams "
author

7 Prickly pear
8 Over, to Hans
9 Circular fort
to Mrs.
Craddock's
creator
t1 Coin of ancient
Greece
12 Cultivate

FASHION
GUIDE

Tbe Daily Eastern News

We Pay Cash for Broken gold
jewelry, diamonds, class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns. The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
=-c--=--,-,-..,,..--=--,....,.-,,.,,-12/7
Fall Special Free Facial 25% off
Rose-Marie Skin Care Products
Phone 345-5018 after 4:00 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
WANTED: Songwriting/singing
partner. Instrumental skills a
plus, but not necessary. Into
Femmes, Ario Guthrie, Cat
Stevens, Replacements, etc.
Call Scott at 581-3197.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
GARAGE SALE: Sat. 9-2 p.m.
840 10th St., Household items,
women & young men clothing
and misc. all items must go.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _9120

GUNS AND ROSES CD'
CASSETTES WHILE
LAST AT TOKENS
DEPARTMENT.

STEAMBO.~T
JANUAJIY 2-14 • 5. 6 Of! 7 HIGltTS

FALL
where you
can find some great ideas for
this season. Coming Sept 26 in

LOST: Small red, yellow and
turquoise stuffed bear near
McAfee & Science building. Call
Student Publications 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
LOST: Black l.D. holder with
school l.D.'s and drivers
license. Call #3102 if found.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24

2

3

4

6

8

9

14

17

20

33
36

39

55
58
61

27 Diarize
28 Lost co lor
29 Chagall
medium
30 Musical groups
31 Boredom
32 Brings up
34 One of a
gridiron
13 Add to the pot
foursome
21 Tax
37 Connect again
22 M o vie computer 41 Business-letter
·· 25 Casts off
abbr
26 Minor Prophet
43 W ord of disgust

~'+-"+=~.- 3]]]]]111 ..
----+--+--+~

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exa
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturd
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.

44 Limits
46 "I w as - - in
Babylon ":
Henley

50Actress
N azimova
st Kind of check

47 Sad

52 Roofing
material

48 Evict

53 Acroamatic

49 S-shaped
molding

54 Comfortable
place

LEGE
LITY, SELDOM WORN
S, SIZE 40R $10.00
H. 840 10TH ST. SAT. 9-2
f-:--:-:--c::----=:-----:--9/20
& Kelly, Please return my
. Brian 6507.
9/23
1:-a-,&;:-;:C:-r-ai,...
g- M;-;-.-.,.Y.,-o-u- gu_y_s are
some A-G Bro's. Thanks
n for the pledge book. Ha
Love your A-G sis Paula S.

9120

•u""'R:;-:1-;:E-;R"'O"'"'B"""E=R:;:T"'"s-.-::-1,-m-real ly
y you chose Tri-Sigma and
I you're my 'Iii sis! Have a
at weekend. Sigma Love,
ther.
-----,..,,,..,--~-,--9/20

the men of Sigma Chi: Good
with Derby Days! the ASTs.
-.,.----=-c--,-,------,--=--,----09120
Ila Chi ' s and Delta Sigs:
nks for letting us use your
leyball courts! You guys are
esome! Love, The Alpha
m Volleyball Team.

FALL 1991 COMMENCEMENT
Fall 1991 Commencement will
e held at 2 p.m ., Sunday,
ecember 8, in Lantz Gymnasim. Rehearsal will be held at 2
.m., Friday, December 6 , in
Lantz Fieldhouse.
Instruction packets (including
mail-order forms for caps and
gowns) will be mailed to graduation candidates at their permanent addresses late in October.
The mail order deadline for
regalia will be November 13.
College/School marching order
for the ceremony will be: Graduate School; Health , Physical
Education, Recreation; Liberal
Arts and Sciences; Applied Sciences ; Adult and Continuing
Education (BOG Degree); Busine.ss.; Education· Fine rts.
All faculty are encouraged and
urged to participate in the ceremony. They may rent regalia by
calling the Commencement
Office in Old Main 219 (5812161) by November 13. Each
graduate is asked to invite a faculty member to participate.
Please watch for further Com mencement announcements.
Daniel E. Thornburgh
Director of Centennial and Special Events
ADMISSION TO TEACHER
EDUCATION
Students must formally apply
for Admission to Teacher Education at a meeting scheduled each
semester by the College of Education. At this meeting, application forms are distributed and the
rules and regulations concerning
admission to and retention in
Teacher
Education
are
explained.
Students who have not previously applied should attend one
of the following meetings to apply
for Admission to Teacher Education :
TUESDAY, SEPT EMB E R 24,
1991 FROM 3-4 P.M.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25,
1991 FROM 3-4 P.M.
BUZZARD BUILDING AUDITORIUM (RM. 140)
You must be admitted to
Teacher Education 1 O weeks
prior to the semester in which
you plan to Student Teach. The
next opportunity to apply for
admission to Teacher Education
will be Spring semester, 1992.
Francis Summers
Director of Clinical Experiences
SPRING REGISTRATION
Regi stration for Spring
Semester will begin October 7,
1991 . You must pay the ad·1ance
deposit and (if undergraduate) be
advised before you may phone in
your registration on a touch-tone
telephon e. Read the scheduled
bulletin for complete information.

KAREN MAROSI, I love my
baby! Where would I be without
you? You're the best friend and
daughter I could ever ask for.
Always remember your mom
loves you! Sigma Love,
Heather .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
LARA: I'm so glad we're pledging AST, can't wait 'Iii our barn
dance. Love, Paula.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
Secretaries:
Need
new
wardrobe? Blouses, skirts, suits
$5.00 or less, sizes 8-12. Check
out garage sale 840 10th ST ..
SAt 9 a.m.- 2 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
John, Jim and Liz. You guys are
all awesome! We make a great
team! Alpha Garns+ Dells= #1
in Homecoming. Love, Tonya.
--~~---,----9/20
Kristie Kahles: Congratulations
on becoming elected Pledge
Class Social Chairman. Your
. ASA sisters are so proud of
you!

The scheduled bulletins are
available in the Registration
Office after they appear in The
Daily EAstern News. The Spring
Class Schedule bulletin should
be published on October 7.
Michael D. Taylor
Director of Registration
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAMINATION
The Health Studies Competency Examination will be given on
Tuesday, November 19, 1991 .
Register in person between 11
a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through
Thursday at the booth in the
Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a
photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $2 for the fee. The
registration period for this examinatTon iS Augus 19 - November
12.
NOTE: You may take the
Health Studies Competency
Examination only once.
David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services
STUDENT TEACHING
ASSIGNMENT REQUESTS
FOR SPRING 1992
Materials to request a student
teaching assignment during
SPRING 1992 WILL BE AVAILABLE ON FRIDAY SEPTEMBER
20, 1991 .
All ELEMENTARY, JR. HIGH,
AND SPECIAL EDUCATION
majors who wish to request an
assignment MUST GO TO
ROOM 223, BUZZARD EDUCATl ON BUILDING on Friday
September 20, 1991 between the
hours of 9 AM-12 noon or 1 PM4 PM to pick up assignment
request materials.
All SECONDARY MAJORS
who wish to request an assign ment MUST contact the coordinator in their academic area.
Students who wish to request
an assignm ent in the CHICAGO
SUBURBAN AREA MUST MEET
WITH DR. FRANCIS SUMMERS
IN ROOM 210 -G , BUZZARD
EDUCATION BUILDING ON FRIDAY SEPT EMBER 20 , 1991
between the hours of 9 AM-12
noon or 1 PM-3PM. Placements
in the Chicago area are limited
and will be made ONLY IN ELEMENT ARY AND JR . HIGH
SCHOOLS FROM OUR PRE SENT STUDENT TEACHING
LOCATIONS.
YOU MUST BE ADMITTED
TO .TEACHER EDUCA)"ION
BEFORE YOU AR E ELIGIBLE
TO STUDENT TEACH . PLACEMEi'-ITS WILL NOT BE CON FIRMED BEFORE ELIGIBILITY
FOR STUDENT TEACHIN G IS
DETERMINED.
Dr. Francis Summers
Director of Student Teaching
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE

IMPORTANT PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES
Sept. 23
Sept.

~4

Sept. 26

"' ' Career Day/Job Fair
Information Session
C'ton/Mattoon Rm.
Mock Interview Practice
Casey Room
EIU Career'Day/Job Fair
Grand Ballroom
_
and Univ. Union Ballroom.

Shirley Stewart, Director
Career Planning and Placement Center

4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

ASA's don't forget Friend-For-ADay is Saturday. Be at the
house by 7:30 a.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
AMY EDWARDS of AST: Congratulations on Scholar of the
week!
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/20
ROBYN MCNALLY of AST: Hey
kid your mom luvs ya! Hope you
had fun last night! Love, Amy.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _9/20
DAVE and JIM Thanks for all
your coaching help with Derby
Days Volleyball. you guys are
the best! Love the TRI-SIGMAS.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120
WELCOME BACK MITCH!
COME
ON ·
IN!
A.T . Y .C.D.A.T . T .T . I . W . M . !
Baby! I love you more mostest
more mostest and all that other
stuff. l.P.U.P. We just ate a tank
of gas! Love, K.K.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
KIM ANDERSON of AST: We're
really proud of you! Love, your
sisters.

Applications are now being
accepted for the Carol Specht
Memorial Scholarship. To qualify,
you must be an undergraduate
woman, currently enrolled at EIU
and a single parent with a child
or children living in your home.
Application forms are available in
the Affirmative Action Office, 108
Old Main, or by calling 581-5020.
Deadline for completed application is September 27, 1991 .
Judith Andersoh, Director
Affirmative Action & Cultural
Diversity
WRITING COMPETENCY
EXAMINATION
To satisfy graduation requirements for the Bachelor's degree
at Eastern Illinois University, you
must pas the Writing compete!'lcy
Examination. (See undergraduate catalog.) Register to take this
examination after you have completed sixty semester hours
(junior standing) and have com pleted the all-university English
requirement (typically english
1001 and 1002, or th equivalent).
Register in person from 11 :00 to
3:00 Monday through Friday at
the booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's license preferred) and $1 O
for the fee. The last of two examinations this semester will be
given on Tuesday, November 12.
Registration begins September
18. The last date to receive a
refund is October 29. SEATING
IS LIMITED. REGISTER AS
EARLY AS POSSIBLE TO
ASSURE A SEAT.
David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Se~ices

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA congratulates RICK CHUNG for being
appointed to the Intercollegiate
Athletic Board and IFC Council
comments.
~~~~~~~~-~9/20
JASON CALDWELL ; Don't
worry about what anyone says,
namely the DORK editor Don
O'Brien . We know what kind of
guy you are and you don't have
to prove anything to anyone
except yourself. You're here to
have fun and get an education
not to live football. You will
always be #1 Kicker here at the
G Spot . Love you 3G girls,
STRONG supporters of the
kicking team!

NUTTY and DIRK you two have
made this week a blast! Thanks,
Carrie.
---~-~----9120
Heather - Sorry I never read the
announcements. Can you ever
forgive me? Love your Hon.

LAURIE VINCENT - YEAH Your
"21 " I hope you have a great
Birthday!! You're the greatest.
Love your xtra special si s Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/20
Bash - 1434 9th Street before
and after bars.

coming
Sept_. 26 in

CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
The Constitution Examination
will be given in the afternoon and
evening of Tuesday, October 15.
Register in person from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the booth in the Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a photo ID
(driver's license preferred) and
$2 for the fee. The registration
period for this exam is August 19
- October 8.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.

majors. The appointment must
be made in person. PHONE
CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT
DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The Assistance Center is
located in Blair Hall, Room #100.
Appointments may be made
starting at 0800 on Monday ,
September 23. Registration for
Spring Term will then begin on
Thursday, September 26 . The
Academic Assistance Center is
open Monday through Friday ,
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

30th , and will end on Friday ,
November 8th . Students may
purchase, at fu ll replacement
cost, textbooks checked out to
them for courses in which they
are currently enrolled, subject to
the availability of replacements.
Students need to being the textbooks in with them at the time of
purchase. Textbook Rental Service hours of operation are 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:OO p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

C. B. Campbell, Director
Academic Assistance

Monty R. Bennett, Director
Textbook Rental Service

David K. Dodd, Director
Testing Services

FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT
All students scheduled to
receive a Perkins Loan on
September 24 , 1991, should
report to the Grand Ballroom ,
University Union on that day. A
validated EIU ID card must be
presented between 9:00 a .. and
3:30 p.m. to obtain your financial
aid. If aid is to be applied to University obligations the student
must report to sign the necessary
papers. Those students scheduled to receive Pell Grant,
SEOG, or SEDS , BUT NOT
Perkins Loan will receive their
financial aid checks in the mail at
their Charleston address. No
tuition deductions will be made
this disbursement.

DECLARING MAJORS
Any student assigned to the
Academic Assistance Center who
has an undeclared or undecided
major with 12 or more earned
hours an · wishes l o declare the
major should see their academic
advisor as soon as possible. The
advisor can declare the desired
major, review the curriculum and
prepare the file for assignment to
a departmental advisor.
Students that are classified as
undecided can come to the Academic Assistance Center to meet
with their advisor to discuss
majors and careers. We encourage students to see their advisor.
The Academic Assistance Center
is located in room #100 Blair
Hall. The office hours are 8 a.m.
- 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Alli Poo- Happy Birthday! No
more teeni Bippi! Have a great
time! We love you - The REAL
Love Shack Girls.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
MAGGIE SULLIVAN: Congratulations on Derby Darling! the
ASTs.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120

AST Derby Days Volleyball
Team: You've done an AWESOME job! Love, Your Sisters.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120

Terace Cohen - Have an Awesome 21st BIRTHDAY . Hope
"You Guys" have a great couple
two, tree days at MUCCI
MACCl'S. Sig Kap Love, Your
Roommates.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/20
1991-92 EIU EVENTSFUL calendar/books on sale now at the
Union Ticket Office. Only $4.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 9120

SIGMA CHIS - Thanx for the
serenade and a week to remember. You got it goin' on SWEET
THINGS! Love, The DZ Dugout.

_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ 9120

ADVISEMENT BEFORE
REGIS.TE RING
If you are currently attending
E.l.U. and expect to register for
Spring Semester, you should
make an appointment to see your
adviser as soon as possible.
Academic Advisement is required
for ALL UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS.
The Spring Class Schedule
bulletin should be published on
October 7.
Michael D. Taylor
Directo·r of Registration
SPRING REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the Academic Assistance Center must
make an appointment to register
for the Spring, 1992 term . Stu dents assigned to the Center are
all freshmen, pre - business
majors and students who have
not declared or met admission
requirements to their selected

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9120

John Flynn, Director
Financial Aid
TEXTBOOK
RENTAL SERVICE
Textbook Sales for the Fall 91
semester will be in progress
beginning Monday, September

Calvin and Hobbes
I

Watch for the

FALL
FASHION
GUIDE
The Daily
Eastern News

C. B. Campbell, Director
Academic Assistance

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _9120
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Cook waits patiently for his turn
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer

Sophomore Matt Cook may
just be a hidden talent on the
Eastern soccer team.
The defenseman from Granite
City played a major role in helping Eastern improve its record to
4-0 Wednesday, coming up with
a· strong second half performance to help preserve the
Panthers 4- l victory over ·
Loyola.
"Our primary concern is to
keep the other team from scoring ," Cook said. "That is our
concern from the backfield, if
you get a chance to come up and
attack, you can do it, but that is
not our main worry. We have to
stop them frorri scoring." .
And the Eastern soccer' team
has had no problem with that so
far this season, allowing its
opponents only two goals in four

Matt Cook
games. Last year at this time the
team had )tlr:e,ady a)low..ed eight,
and that led to a 2-2 sfart. "' • . 4This year's defense h~s come
up with a number of big stops
that have led to a lot of Eastern

scores and Cook said that is just
part of the game.
"We've been doing a real
good job of that (keeping opponents out of the goal) so far this
year," Cook said . "We've lost
some chances, but overall we've
been pretty solid in the back. We
just have to work on playing the
entire 90 minutes."
Cook said the key to the game
may have been when Eastern
took advantage of a break early
in the contest. The defense came
up with a stop of a Rambler
attack and then went on to score,
when Ricardo Tovar shot the
ball through the legs of Simon
Marchwiak, Loyola's goaltender.
"We had to come out strong,"
Cook said. "And getting the goal
early was a real break for us. It
was nice to score early, because
we have reailr turned -0urselves
into a second half'te1tm.'' · , c ,

Men's harriers head to Kenosha, Wis.
Bradley," said head coach Neil Moore. "This week
we'll be looking to redeem ourselves as a team. Our
upperclassmen are capable of doing a lot of damage
Coming off its ninth place finish at the Bradley up front. If our younger people can run together in
Invitational, the men's cross country team will be packs then we'll do pretty good."
looking to redeem itself this weekend at the
Eastern will be taking 10 runners to Kenosha.
Midwest Collegiate Championships held in Among them are sophomores Eric Graham and
Kenosha,_ Wis.
Kenric Bond. Neither of them made big contribuThe team's performance at Bradley was marred tions last season as freshmen, but both left their
partly by the 95 degree heat, now that things are mark on the track team in the spring.
.cooling off running might be a little easier. Last year Graham, a steeplechaser, and Bond, an 800 meter
the team placed fourth and is returning three of its runner in track, were both among Eastern 's top five
top five this year.
· at Bradley.
The team will. pe led by seniors Eric Baron and
. Eas~ern has a competitive history at Kenosha. In
Scott Touchette and sophomore John Eggenberger. 1982, it posted an individual cham in Tim Warnake.
Touchette ran his best 8,000 meters last week
"I really enjoy going to Kenosha," Moore said.
(26:06), and ~ggenberger is the Panthers' top return- "It's a pretty tough course that's run through a forest
ing finisher from Kenosha last year.
reserve. But it's usually one of the high points of our
"We 're a lot better team than what we showed at season."
By BRIAN HARRIS

Staff writer

$~ASY

BobSpoo
But_once we get on the field it
isn't the same."
The Panthers could be without
defensive
lineman
Dan
Wegrzyn, who is still nursing a
sore shoulder, and co-captain
free safety Tony Farrell, who

MONEY$

Day & Night Hours _
ARE you Reliable?
Do you have a good phone voice?
We need you if you would like to make

$5 per Hour .PLUS
Answering incoming phone calls in our
nice office environment
Varying shifts
7:00 to 10:30 M-F
SATURDAY
9:00 to 3:00
Guaranteed Salary of at least $5 per hour

To Apply CALL 348-5250 EOE

*From page 12A.

knows better than to underestimate Eastern.
"I always respect their team,"
Aulds said. "They usually have
a strong team that can give you
a good match all the way
through. They are a scrappy,
tenacious type of earn that hang
on and battle you."
.~
t,,:,.
Southern has not competed
this year and will' play Western
hasn't practiced all week after Kentucky Friday for its first
injuring his ankle in Eastern 's match, then Eastern on
30-12 win against Eastern Saturday.
The Lady Panthers got off to
Washington last Saturday.
Eastern's offense is led by QB a fast start winning all nine of
Jeff Thome, who is the nation's their matches last Saturday
3rd most efficent passer, and against Sangamon State on
tailback Jamie Jones, who is Weller Courts in the first contest
leading the Gateway CoI?-ference of the fall season.
But later that afternoon
in all-purpose running at 156
yards per game. Mahoney had Western Illinois beat Eastern by
some high praise for the explo- · a score of 8- l.
Against Sangamon, freshman
sive Panther duo.
- ".Jeff Thorne is the most Samantha Wulfers didn't have
improved player on their team," to wait long for her first collesaid Mahoney, of the Panther giate victory, winning in her
QB who has led his squad to a first attempt 6-2, 6-0.
"It was really nice," Wulfers
league leading 407 yards of total
said of winning her first match.
offense per game.
"He's very improved, espe- "It gave me some confidence."
Bachochin started off quickly,
cially from a technical standpoint. You know, throwing dominating Lizz Blair from the
seven touchdown passes and Prairie Stars 6-0, 6-0. Brannon,
only one interception that's a Kris Madura, Kathy Truman,
and Lara McCluskey also scored
pretty good ratio.
"And as far as Jones is con- straight set victories in their
cerned, you just hold your opening matches for the Lady
Panthers.
breath."
t

·From page 12A.
downs," said Spoo. "The one big
play can hurt you. We have to
execute, minimize our mistakes
and play hard and intensely. We
hope to control the line of scrimmage and get some surge."
Murray State gained 262
yards rushing against Eastern
last year, but Mcintyre said
things are different this season.
"We feel we have to execute
and if everybody does their job,
that's our best chance to win the
game," said the All-American
lineman. "This year it's a whole
different team and attitude."
Mcintyre, a native of Calvert
City, Ky., said he's looking forward to returning to nearby
Murray. "I played high school
ball with a lot of those guys and
half of my class went to Murray
State," said Mcintyre, who leads
the Panthers with four QB sacks.
"You never want to look bad in
front of the people that you 're
g~i.ng to s,ee the rest of your life.

Tennis

•
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In doubles play, the first t
of Bachochin and Missy Ho
downed the Sangamon team
Beth Hadley and Jenni
Rogers 6-1, 6-0.
Number three doubles p
ners Sarah Lackey and Wul~
scored a 6-0, 6-3 win.
The No. 2 team of Lisa
and Melissa Welch went to
first set tie breaker in winn·
7-6 (8-6), 6-2.
"It's extremely important
get off on the right foot," R
said. "You hope for a positi
_start to keep the morale up."
Later that Saturday afternoo
Eastern took on Western Illin
but managed only one win.
The doubles team of Wurn
and Brannon knocked off th
Westerwinds team of Kel
Myers and Kris Eoff 6-3 6Madura lost a tough mate
falling to Jodi Koerner 7-5, 7-S
"Western was a lot better th
I expected," Ross said. "W
played as hard as we could b~t
we need to do a little more
work."
Tuesday Eastern traveled t
Normal to take on Illinois Sta
Again the Lady Panthers strug
gled, losing 9-0. It droppe
Eastern 's record to 1-2 on the
season.
"Even though we lost two
straight meets by large margins,
I think the scores were misleading," Ross said.
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IU pulls out of Governor's Cup
orthern Illinois figured it was
to get out.
Huskies, who have been a
of the Governor's Cup soctournament since it began 20
rs ago, will not be one of
tern's opponents this week"It really had to do with our
ference (the Mid-Continent)
our schedule," Northern head
ach Willie Roy said. "I just
't think it was good for us to
y the same teams more than
in the season."
Roy said that he regrets not
peting in the tournament, but
t that it was in the best interest

- ~NO COVER

of the team to drop out of the during the preseason," Roy said.
tournament.
"There are some real class institu"I have the upmost respect for . tions involved in the tournament,
the Governor's Cup," said Roy, like Eastern, Southern (Illinoiswho has a career record of 40-29- Edwardsville) and Western. Then
7 said. "But we already play I think we would be a part of the
Eastern and Western (Illinois) Governor's Cup again."
during the regular season. I feel
Northern, now in its second
that it is best for our team to play year in the Mid-Continent, finas many different teams as possi- ished third in the Cup a year ago.
ble during the course of the sea- The Huskies lost to SIU-E in the
son."
opener before defeating Western
Roy, who coached the Huskies for the third place finish.
to the Mid-Continent crown a
Since the Governor's Cup
year ago with a 6-1 conference began, Eastern and SIU-E have
record and an overall record of dominated the tournament, each
13-5-2, would like to see a new having claimed seven titles.
system implemented 'in the Northern has .won twice, both
future.
times when when it wasn't a part
"What I would really like to of the Mid-Con, and Western has
see is the Governor's Cup plared taken the title once.

UNTIL 9:30 ! !
$1 25 Jose Cuervo
Airplane Bottles
$200 frozen
Margaritas

ixon speaks out on suspension
ATLANTA (AP) - Otis Nixon, the Atlanta Braves
tfielder suspended 60 days for cocaine use
ealed in a drug test, apologiz.ed on Thursday for
use of drugs.
"I want to apologize to my teammates, the fans,
the kids for letting them down at this time,"
on said in his first public statement since the susion.
Nixon's statement was released by his agent, Joe
in Richmond, Va. Sroba said Nixon will enter
lleatment program.

"It is tough for me right now, but I have made the
t decisions and the problem and situations at
are bein& dealt with," Nixon said.
"I would like the tam to continue winning and
traling on the pennant I know they will pt
job done." Helped by N°ixon. the m¥>r leape
Jen-base leader with 72, Atlanta is in a vinual
-place tie with the Los Angeles Dodgers in the
West

ov~rnor's
"'From page 12A

e are pleased with Owen."
Western will not be Eastern 's
only competition this weekend.
NAIA member Sangamon State
comes irito the tournament with a
5-1 record is coming off of 3-0
victory over McKendree State.
SIU-E has struggled early on
this season, en route to a 1-5
record. The Cougars will be looking for some scoring out of Scott
Marte and Joe Reiniger, the
team's two top scorers.
Goaltenders Derrik Riese and
Doug Fox are expected to share
time in the net during the tournament. Riese has 18 saves and a
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THE "BULL PEN"
SPORTS BAR IS OPEN! .
•MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL•
75¢ KEYSTONE CANS
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
50¢ HAMBURGERS
POOL TABLES, DARTS, VIDEO GOLF,
VIDEO BOWLING, RBI BASEBALL,
&MORE

MUST BE 19 TO ENTER

The 32-year-old Nixon was acquired by the .
Braves on April 1 from the Montreal Expos for
minor league catcher Jimmy Kremers. In 5 { seasons,
Nixon had batted .228 with 192 stolen bases. He
was hitting .297 this season.
Nixon was suspended after testing positive on
Sept. 7 to a urinalysis test. He had also tested positive on July 13, but commissioger Fay Vincent gave
the outfielder a second chance rather than suspend
him.
He said Nixon had passed more than 200 urinalysis rests over four years as part of his lftacare program for a 1987 ctrua-relared arrest when he was in
the Clevellnd Indians orpniudon.
There is no known.~t of a player not beina

punished for a positive drua test.
'"The best statement I can make ro you is I made a
judgment," Vincent said. "I think it was at least ·
appropriate, and I don't really regret malting it"

Cup

goals against average of 1.82 and
Fox has come up with 16 saves
and has a GAA of 3.23.
The Panthers are on a roll, winning their first four games,
including a 4-1 victory over
Loyola University on Wednesday.
They are on top of the MidContinent Conference with a 2-0
record and Eastern hopes to continue its winning streak.
Senior forward LeBaron
Hollimon and freshman Paul
Agyeman lead the offensive
attack for the Eastern squad,
which has already scored 20
goals compared to 23 all of last
season.
Hollimon has five goals and
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five assists and is coming off of a
two goal performance against
Loyola and Agyeman has seven
goals and an assist. Both are
among the scoring leaders in the
Midwest.
Despite the Panthers' winning
streak, Mosnia said that he does
not believe that Eastern will be
too relaxed during the tournament.
"I don't think they will let
down," Mosnia said. "I'm more
worried about the other teams
(getting up to play Eastern). This
Sangamon team is always up to
play us, so I really don't know
what to expect out of them."
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Boaters open with Sangamon State in Governor's C ·
By KEN RYAN
Staff writer ,

Eastern's soccer team may have one less team to worry
about in this year's 20th annual Governor's Cup, but head
coach Cizo Mosnia said that the road may not be easy for
his Panther team.
The tournament, which will be played in Macomb, will
open up with Eastern taking on NAIA Sangamon State at 2
p.m. Friday and Southern Illinois-Edwardsville will be
play Western Illinois at 4 p.m. Saturday the cqnsolation
and championship matches will be played, beginning at 2
p.m.
Northern Illinois will not be in this y_ear's tournament

because of conflicts in schedule head coach Willie Roy
said, but Eastern 's other opponents may be a threat for the
Panthers.
"Western has quite a few players coming back (from the
team that finished with a 8-9-1 overall record last year),"
Mosnia said. "I expect them to be a good team and to play
a physical game against us."
The Leathernecks have bounced back from a seasonopening loss to Bradley and have won two in a row and
head coach John McKenzie said he is ready for the tournament.
"Defensively, we are strong," McKenzie said. "We have
scored a lot of goals but I think our defense is the key for
us. I wasn't pleased with our performance against Bradley,

but I was pleased when we beat Northweste
Loyola."
Despite not having won the Governor's Cup sin
McKenzie said that he considers Eastern as the
beat this year.
"They've got to be the favorite's going in," M
said. "But you never know, there are always s
the Governor's Cup."
Sophomore forward Owen Raisborough, who 1
Leathernecks in scoring this season, and last year's
scorer senior Herb Heaton lead the way for Weste
"He (Raisborough) plays well," McKenzie said.
not a great player but he does his job and just as
has to be pleased
"Continued on page JJA

On your\mark
Football Panthers take
on Murray State's Racers
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

The .2-1 Eastern football team
will be looking to head into the
Gateway Conference season on a
winning note when it travels to
Murray State for a 7:30 p.m.'
Saturday matchup.
The Racers are coming off a
14-0 loss to Western Kentucky,
which, coupled with their 31-27
defeat against Southern Illinois,
brings them into the Eastern contest sporting an 0-2 mark.
Racer coach Mike Mahoney, in
his fifth season at the helm, said
either game could have gone to
his unproven squad.
"One play here or there and we
could easily be 2-0," said
Mahoney, who has c-ompiled a
18-26-1 mark at MSU. "We're
still kind of young, but we've gotten a good effort. We've made
crucial mistakes and that's just

inexperience."
Murray State's run-oriented
offense is triggered by junior college transfer quarterback
Tremaine Lewis and running back
Tim Bland. Lewis has accounted
for 132 of the Racers' 293 yards
of total offense per game this season.
Bland, a 5-10, 188-pounder, is
averaging 72 yards per game on
the ground on 34 attempts.
Mahoney said if his squad is to
repeat its performance of last season (a 14-10 victory over the
Panthers) it can't give up any
turnovers.
"The key thing is not to turn
the ball over," Mahoney said.
"Eastern 's defense is very aggressive and I think (Panther defensive end) Kent Mcintyre is as
good of a football player as we're
going to see all year. They have
good team speed and (Eastern
defensive coordinator) Coach

By SHANNON THOMAS/Ph

Eastern flanker Jason Cook heads for a 59-yard TD in the Panthers' 30-12 victory last Satur,
Panthers travel to Murray State this Saturday.

Smith has done a nice job, just as
he has done in the past. We just
have to play up to our capabilities
to h~ve a chance."
Eastern has turned the ball over
just three times this season, com-

pared to forcing 10 from its opponents. That is something that
Panther head coach Bob Spoo
hopes his team can continue.
Spoo, who is 26-23 during his
five seasons with the Panthers,

said his squad has to simp
fundamental football to h
opportunity to beat Murray
"We can't have any kind

Spikers head to Evansville Invite Women's ten.nis team
By KEITH FARROLL

"We've been playing fine. We're just trying "to
overcome obstacles (injuries and illnesses)," said
Tennessee Tech head coach Sharon Bilbrey. "Our
The Eastern Illinois volleyball team travels to setter was injured for a couple games, an outside
Evansville, Ind. to compete in the Evansville hitter was out for the first week and a half and a
Invitational this weekend.
starter just walked out of practice today (Thursday)
Four teams will compete in the Invitational: because she was sick."
Eastern, Evansville, Southeast Missouri State and
Bilbrey said her team is looking to play healthy
Tennessee Tech.
this weekend. She also said her team will be tough
"The competition won't be as tough as it was in to beat if her team blocks well.
our tournament (EIU Clas§ic)," said Eastern head
"Our biggest strength is our blocking. When we
coach ·Betty Ralston. "I w,ill be very disappointed block well, we play well. When we stop the attack,
if we don't come back (from the tournament) with things start to click," said Bilbrey.
three wins. We need a renewed effort. It's someSaturday at 10 a.m., the Panthers will match up
thing we can do. We need a good first match."
against the Indians of Southeast Missouri State.
Ralston expects Evansville to give the Lady The Indians carry a 2-4 record into the tourney. In
Panthers the biggest challenge. She also said their first year of Division I play, the Indians have
Southeast Missouri and Tennessee Tech, who are had their hands full. As a Division II power last
both members of the Ohio Valley Conference, may season, Southeast Missouri won the tournament.
be geared up more for conference play than for the
Indian head coach, Cindy Gannon, said she
tournament.
graduated five seniors from last year's team.
During its week off, the Panthers have been Senior Nancy Scheller will be the player to watch
working on their serve receiving pattern. Ralston on SEMO's side of the court. She is questionable
said her team is giving up too many points from for the weekend because of a knee injury, however.
staying in the pattern too long.
The Panthers will close out the tournament
"We need more offense out of the middle. We Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m., against the
got a lot of offense in the first tournament from the Evansville Purple Aces. Evansville head coach
middle," Ralston said. "We need production from Linda Crick said she is looking forward to hosting
the outside and the middle to be effective."
the event.
The Panthers, 4-8, are looking to get back to
"This a real competitive tournament. Everyone
.500 by their break next weekend. Ralston would has a shot at winning it," said Crick.
like to win three in Evansville and bring home a
The Purple Aces (3-4) have seven freshmen on
win from the DePaul match on Wednesday.
their roster. Crick said her team is probably the
The Panthers are scheduled to open the tourna- . most inexperienced squad in the fiel.d, but it is also
ment Friday against Tennessee Tech at 6 p.m. The has good athletes. She said for her team to comGolden Eagles, 1-6, have been battling sickness pete, it will have to stay in the game mentally.
and injury through the early part of the season.
Staff writer

heads for Carbondale
By RYAN GIUSTI
Staff writer

After opening the season with
a victory, the women's tennis
team has dropped its last two
decisions, heading into a duel
meet this Saturday.
Saturday Eastern will visit
Carbondale to take on Southern
Illinois at 9 a.m. and Western
Kentucky at 2· p.m. These will
be two important meets if the
Lady Panthers hope to rebound
from their 1-2 start.
"We are going in trying to
keep an upbeat tempo," firstyear head coach John Ross said.
"We are all trying to stay positive."
Two players are hampered by
injuries but will still play
Saturday. Dawn Brannon suffered a quadracep injury and
will only play doubles. Jill
Bachochin is also injured but
will not miss any action.
"Jill knows how to play with
injuries," Ross said. "She has a
lot of tolerance for pain. She is.
more concerned with playing."
Southern Illinois will bring in
a set singles lineup of Wendy
Varnum, Laura Edwards, Laura

Gallagher, Leesa Joseph,
Feofonoza, and Karin Wa
Eastern's lineup for t
Saturday is still not set.
"We are a young team
only one senior," South
coach Judy Aulds said. "We
be carrying a lot of depth in
first few matches."
Aulds is in her 18th year
coach of Southern and said s

